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Abstract 
The primary objective of this dissertation is the utilization of an integrated and effective 
framework for voltage stability assessment and control based on computational intelligence 
techniques. A method based on artificial neural network (ANN) was developed to estimate 
the voltage stability margin (VSM) of a power system in real time and used for initiating 
appropriate control actions. The developed ANN method should provide accurate estimation 
for any system condition. A new method for generating training samples for ANN was 
proposed in this dissertation in order to take correlation of loads at different locations and 
variation of control settings into consideration.  
The next focus of this thesis is the development of a black-box optimization algorithm 
requiring minimum human intervention. The algorithm has to be capable of handling 
practical engineering optimization problems with complex cost characteristics, mixed-integer 
variables and a large number of constraints. An adaptive differential evolution namely JADE 
is extended in this thesis to consider variation of the population size namely JADE-vPS. The 
algorithm is featured by a parameter-free penalty approach to handle constraints. The results 
of benchmark problems for unconstrained optimization are very encouraging. For a voltage 
stability constrained optimal power flow problem, JADE-vPS outperforms the other 
counterparts in terms of robustness and quality of the solution.  
The final investigation is emphasized on fitness approximation for computationally 
expensive optimization problems. For some engineering problems, the system states 
corresponding to a given set of inputs are determined by a time-consuming procedure, such 
as numerical integration methods. In evolutionary computation, this calculation must be 
repeated for a huge number of times. This makes the entire process sluggish and might be 
infeasible for real-time implementation. In this thesis, a few models that use ANN to 
approximate VSM during the optimization course for determining the optimal control 
variables of voltage stability constrained optimal reactive power dispatch problems. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
In recent years, modern power systems have experienced many technical challenges due to 
increasing complexities in operation and structure of the interconnected power grid. Voltage 
stability is recognized as one of the major problems in many power systems throughout the 
world such as the western region (WECC) of the United States in 1996, the Chilean power 
system in 1997 accounting for a loss of 80% of its total load, the Hellenic system covering 
the entire Athens and the neighboring area in 2004 [1].  
Voltage instability is mainly associated with the inability of the power system to maintain 
acceptable voltages at all buses in the system under normal conditions and after being subject 
to disturbances such as gradual load increases or outages of critical lines or generating units. 
The general characteristic of voltage instability is that the voltage level at different locations 
slightly changes after the disturbance but abruptly declines near to the collapse point. 
Therefore, the voltage level itself is not a good indicator. The system operator needs 
performance indices either in online or offline modes to determine how close the system is to 
the collapse and what the control actions should be carried out in that event. In offline 
planning activities, computational speed is generally not a problem. However, for online 
analysis, real-time or faster-than-real-time tools are of the key interest for monitoring and 
enhancing stability of the power system.  
There are a number of challenges in developing such tools for online operation. First, 
power systems under the deregulated environment in many parts of the world are operated by 
several independent transmission operators. Among these operators, only limited number of 
information is exchanged primarily due to business competitions. This makes a study of the 
entire system harder than before [2]. Classical methods for stability analysis require complete 
information of the entire power system. They are also time-consuming for a large system. 
Second, the system stability is also subject to settings of various control devices which may 
be located outside the authorized area of control. In classical approaches, some values in the 
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typical range have to be assigned to these unknown parameters. On the other hand, a 
computational intelligence (CI) method has no requirement for the complete dataset. It can 
still perform the similar task based on the information actually available to the TSO.  
Besides online stability assessment, different optimization problems are usually conducted 
in a daily power system operation. The set of optimal control variables that suits the specified 
objective while maintaining various constraints is determined by an optimization engine. Due 
to complex characteristics in power systems, many of mathematical programming techniques 
generally may find great difficulty to handle the problem. Some principal assumptions in 
convexity and availability of gradient information have to be made. Modern heuristic 
optimization, a branch of CI, is a promising solution to the aforementioned problem because 
this method does not take any restriction on the cost characteristics. However, one of the 
major issues in every heuristic optimization method is that the fitness function has to be 
repetitively evaluated. This is a serious aspect in some optimization problem where the 
fitness function is computationally expensive. Therefore, an alternative model has to be 
developed so that the entire process is speeded up while sacrificing an acceptable degree of 
error.  
1.2 Objectives 
The overall objectives of this thesis are to study the applications of CI techniques for 
assessing and enhancing static voltage stability margin. The specific objectives of the 
research described hereafter are summarized as follows.  
 Study of power system voltage stability: There are various techniques for assessing 
voltage stability of the power system, such as continuation method, optimization 
method, or performance indices. The study emphasizes comparing performances of 
different indices and suggesting appropriate selection of the analysis method 
according to availability of data and computational budget.  
 Development of a robust global search algorithm: Practical real time optimization 
problems should be solved by a global search method without considerable 
transformation and reduction of the cost model. This task is achieved by the 
evolutionary algorithms (EAs). A powerful EA without control parameters namely 
JADE-vPS is developed.  
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 Voltage constrained optimal power flow: To obtain a stable and secure operating 
condition, traditional practices rely on trial-and-error heuristics. These methods are 
either time consuming or imprecise. This thesis presents a methodology that can 
guarantee sufficient voltage stability margin for a given operating point. Practical 
non-convex and discontinuous characteristics of thermal generators are also 
considered. 
 Approximation of voltage stability margin: Determination of a large number of 
some stability indices, such as continuation power flow method is quite time 
consuming. It is therefore hard to directly incorporate such calculation to optimal 
power flow (OPF) solved by an EA. Two methods namely neural network and 
sensitivity approach are introduced to approximate the voltage stability margin.  
 Optimization with the approximated fitness function: This is an emerging research 
field in evolutionary computation. For a problem with expensive fitness function, it is 
sometimes a wise idea that the fitness should be approximated by a faster method, 
such as neural networks or statistical learning models. Few examples on reactive 
power optimization with voltage stability constraint are demonstrated.  
1.3 Organization of Thesis  
Chapter 2 introduces the fundamentals of voltage stability problems. Various analysis 
techniques are explained in details. Several voltage stability indices proposed in literature are 
reviewed and categorized to two groups. A case study is set up to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of each index. Finally, different countermeasures used to prevent the power 
system from voltage collapse are discussed.  
Chapter 3 presents the computational intelligence tools that were applied in various 
applications. Dimensionality reduction as data pre-processing is summarized. Neural 
networks and the supervised learning scheme are conceptually described. Different 
evolutionary algorithms are extensively investigated in this thesis. A new parameter-free 
algorithm namely JADE-vPS is developed and statistically tested with benchmark problems.  
Chapter 4 discusses two techniques to approximate the voltage stability margin: neural 
network approach and sensitivity approach. The key idea of these methods is to replace the 
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role of continuation power flow in optimal power flow (OPF) problems. A novel and quite 
realistic method for generating database of operating states is proposed.  
Chapter 5 copes with a voltage stability constrained OPF problem. The voltage stability 
constraint is controlled in a similar manner to thermal and voltage limits. Simulation results 
reveal that the developed JADE-vPS algorithm outperforms other algorithms in terms of 
high-quality and robust results.  
Chapter 6 deals with various OPF models as countermeasures against voltage collapse. A 
completely intelligent OPF without power flow calculation is introduced. A hybrid intelligent 
(two stage) model is also presented. The cost due to energy loss and the number of control 
actions of discrete devices are simultaneously minimized in a combined-objective model. A 
under voltage load shedding problem is formulated to take technical and economical aspects 
into account.  
Finally, the thesis is concluded and future research directions are summarized in Chapter 
7. 
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Chapter 2 
Voltage Stability  
2.1 Introduction 
Voltage stability refers to the ability of a power system to maintain acceptable voltages at all 
buses both under normal operating conditions and after being subject to contingency 
conditions [3-6]. A power system enters a state of voltage instability when a disturbance 
results in a progressive and uncontrollable voltage decline. The primary cause of this problem 
is the sudden load increase, the outages of major generator and transmission line, or a 
combination of multiple events [5]. In the recent decades, the consequence of voltage 
instability has resulted in several widespread power interruptions in many power systems 
throughout the world [1, 3, 7]. These incidents have caused serious losses in terms of 
economy and public welfare. Therefore, voltage stability studies have to be incorporated in 
planning and operating tools of modern power systems. 
Voltage stability can be classified as static voltage stability and dynamic voltage stability 
based on the time frame of incidents [8-11]. In dynamic considerations, exact modeling of 
equipments such as transformer, induction motors, SVCs, loads, etc is required. The analysis 
can be further categorized into small signal stability and large disturbance stability problems 
[3, 6]. In the first problem, differential and algebraic equations (DEAs) are linearized around 
an equilibrium point and eigen-methods can be applied to determine modes of voltage 
stability such as [12]. This information is very useful in finding the suitable locations for 
reactive power compensation devices and in designing controllers such as [13]. On the other 
hand, DEAs cannot be generally linearized when the disturbance is large. Therefore, the large 
disturbance voltage stability is handled by numerical integration methods such as [10, 11].  
Some of voltage stability analyses involve examination of wide range of system conditions 
and a number of contingencies. In this case, static analysis approach becomes attractive 
because the method normally involves only the solution of algebraic equations and is less 
computationally intensive than the dynamic approach. This method provides a practical 
measure in terms of the distance to collapse for given contingencies. On the other hand, 
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dynamic methods such as time-domain simulations are very appropriate to study the 
mechanism, chronology leading to instability. According to [5], system dynamic associated 
with voltage stability are usually slow.  Therefore, static methods are adequate for examining 
the existence of equilibrium point for a specified operating condition. . Practical indices 
describing voltage stability margin (VSM) of power systems are thoroughly reviewed in 
Chapter 4 of [3]. Some of them are selected and implemented in this thesis as will be 
discussed later in this chapter.  
The chapter is organized as follows. Voltage stability assessment is discussed in details in 
section 2.2. Power system models used in voltage stability analysis are presented in section 
2.2.1. Different techniques which can be applied to analyze the voltage stability problem are 
explained in section 2.2.2. Various voltage stability indices proposed in literatures are 
summarized in section 2.2.3. Section 2.3 introduces control measures for preventing the 
power system from voltage collapse. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in section 2.4. 
2.2  Voltage Stability Assessment  
The static voltage stability analysis for a given power system state involves the determination 
of how close the system is to voltage instability. The proximity to instability can be measured 
by an index preferably defined in terns of physical quantities such as load level, reactive 
power reserve, etc.  
2.2.1 Power system models 
The typical quasi-steady state model of a power system considered in voltage stability 
analysis is generally given by the differential and algebraic equations as follows [1, 3]:  
 ( , , )
0 ( , , )
f
g




x x y
x y
 (2.1) 
where x is the vector of state variables; y  is the vector of algebraic variables. The variable 
 is a parameter or a set of parameters that slowly changes over time so that the power 
system moves from an equilibrium point to another until reaching the collapse point. To 
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simplify the power system description, a new vector [ , ]Tz x y  is defined so that (2.1) can be 
rewritten as: 
 
( , )
0
F 
 
 
 
x
z  (2.2) 
In static voltage stability analysis, we focus only the operating condition reaching an 
equilibrium point given by 0 0( , )z . The system equation as shown in (2.2) becomes 
0 0( , ) 0F  z . Based on the singularity assumption, an equilibrium point ( , ) z  which 
makes ( , )F   z z  singular is mathematically defined as the saddle node bifurcation point. 
Such a bifurcation point is directly associated with the voltage collapse problems. It is well 
demonstrated in the literature that different control parameters of system components in 
generation and load sides affect the location of collapse points.  
Under a certain assumption made on slow variation of active and reactive power demand 
as the key driving force of the system to the collapse point, the power flow model yields 
adequate results comparing to the ones from the complete dynamical model. Also, it is 
generally of interest to locate the system operating condition where the power flow is 
unsolvable because most of online decisions are made based on power flow solutions. The 
power flow model used in this thesis to obtain different voltage stability indices is 
represented by the typical nonlinear equation of active and reactive power mismatches at the 
system buses such as:  
 ( , )
( , ) 0
( , )
P
F
Q



 
   
u
u
u
 (2.3) 
where u represents a vector of system variables such as voltage magnitudes U and voltage 
angles  . Besides the two variables earlier, any other variables such as reactive power 
generation Q can be swapped with U in u when a reactive power limit is reached. 
The variable  is a scalar parameter used to simulate the system load changes that drive 
the system to voltage collapse in the following way: 
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, 0, ,
, 0, ,
0, ,
(1 )
(1 )
        = tan( )(1 )
D i D i P i
D i D i Q i
D i i Q i
P P k
Q Q k
P k


 
 
 

 (2.4) 
where 
,D iP  and ,D iQ  represent the active and reactive power demand at bus i, respectively; 
0,D iP  and 0,D iQ  are the initial active and reactive power demand before the load changes, 
respectively; kP,i and kQ,i are constants representing changes (either increase or decrease) in 
active and reactive power demand at bus i, respectively; 
i is the power factor angle at bus i. 
For a generator, the active power output of generator i should be modified to 
accommodate the changed power demand according to:  
 
, 0, (1 )G i G i GiP P k   (2.5) 
where 0,G iP  is the initial active power generation of bus i; kG,i is the constant specifying the 
rate of change in generation when  is varied.  
2.2.2 Methods of analysis 
In the steady-state stability analysis, four analysis techniques are popularly used consisting of 
direct method, modal analysis, continuation method and optimization method. The methods 
are so generic that they can be applied to any system.  
2.2.2.1. Direct method 
This method is also known as the point of collapse method. It directly computes singular 
bifurcation points of nonlinear systems by solving the following equations:  
 ( , ) 0
( , )
0
1
T
F
F




 
  

z
z
w
z
w
 (2.6) 
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The system of nonlinear equations shown above involves the power flow equations, the 
singularity conditions at the collapse point and the non-zero left eigenvector requirement. 
Methods for solving nonlinear equations such as Newton-Raphson iteration can applied to 
obtain the collapse point given by ( , ) z . This method converges very fast if the initial 
operating condition is close to the critical point. Moreover, the approach is very dependent on 
the good estimate of . Comparing to the conventional power flow, the complexity of system 
of nonlinear equations in the direct method is also double.  
2.2.2.2. Continuation method  
Voltage profiles shown in the well-known PV and QV curves are of the practical use for 
determining the proximity to collapse so that operators can take proper preventive control 
actions to safeguard the system. To achieve the complete voltage profile, successive power 
flow solutions or continuation methods can be used [14]. The first technique provides reliable 
and very informative results.  
Continuation methods overcomes certain difficulties in the successive power flow method 
because the complete voltage profile is generated by automatic changes of the loading 
parameter  and overcome the singularity problem of the system equations in the vicinity of 
the voltage stability limit [15, 16].  
The strategy used in the continuation method can be depicted in Fig. 2.1 where the system 
is initially at the equilibrium state 1 1( , )z . This known equilibrium point is then used to 
compute the direction vector 1z  and a change 1  in the so-called predictor step which 
thereby generates an initial guess 1 1 1 1( , )  z z . Notice that this point may be not an 
equilibrium state. Therefore, the corrector step is applied to compute a new equilibrium point 
2 2( , )z which lies on the system profile (bifurcation diagram). There are a number of 
techniques that can be used to determine the actual equilibrium point 2 2( , )z . For example, a 
hyper-plane perpendicular to the tangent vector given by the predictor step can be used to 
find the correct point on the bifurcation diagram as shown in Fig. 2.1. A parameterization 
technique may be used in the continuation method to overcome the difficulty in ill-
conditioning system equations close to the collapse point.  
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From the power flow equation given in (2.2), the fundamental equation for sensitivity 
analysis at an equilibrium point i.e. 1 1( , )z abbreviated as the superscript 1 in derivatives can 
be written as:  
 1
1 1 1 1 1
0
F F dz F F
dz d
z d z

  

    
     
    
 (2.7) 
The right hand side of (2.7) represents the tangent vector at the equilibrium point 1. The 
parameter change can be computed from the normalization of the tangent vector such as:  
 
1
1
k
dz d


   (2.8) 
where k is a positive scalar controlling the step size of the predictor step, named as the step 
size. Then, the direction vector can be computed by the sensitivity derived in (2.7) as: 
 
1 1
1
dz
z
d


    (2.9) 
With the two quantities above, it is now possible to find the next initial guess. One should 
observe that the step size influences the continuation process. If the step is too large, it would 
create some convergence problems in the corrector step whereby the small step may well 
trace the manifold but too many steps are required. Several techniques have been proposed to 
determine an optimal and adaptive step size. 
Followed the predictor step with the initial guess 1 1 1 1( , )  z z , the actual point 
2 2( , )z on the system profile must be computed by solving the following equations for z and 
:  
 ( , ) 0
( , ) 0
F 
 


z
z
 (2.10) 
The first vector equation correspond to the system-state (in this case power flow) 
equations. The second scalar equation is a phase condition that ensures non-singularity of the 
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system Jacobian matrix at the bifurcation point. Two phase conditions have been successfully 
used in the corrector techniques. The details of these two methods can be obtained from [3]. 
1 
z1 
z2 
PO
Cz1 
2 
Predictor
Corrector
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 Illustration of continuation method 
2.2.2.3. Modal analysis 
When the power system nearly reaches the collapse point, the power flow Jabobian matrix 
approaches the singularity. The singular value decomposition can be used to determine the 
rank of a matrix which is equal to the number of non-zero singular values. Therefore, the 
smallest singular value of the Jacobian matrix can be traced up to the voltage collapse point 
where the value becomes zero [17]. Linearizing the steady state equation 0 0( , ) 0F  z  
around an equilibrium point 0 0( , )z  gives: 
 ( , )F   z J z  (2.11) 
 
0( , )
1 2
3 4
( , , )
( , , )
                       =
P P
U
Q Q
U 
 


  
     
          
   
   
   
  
0z
ΔP δ U Δδ
ΔQ δ U ΔU
J J Δδ
J J ΔU
 (2.12) 
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where 1 2 3 4, ,  and J J J J are sub-matrices of the power flow Jacobian matrix J. For the real n  
n Jacobian matrix, the singular value decomposition is given by: 
 
1
n
T T
i i i
i
J R S r s

    (2.13) 
 where R and S are n  n orthornomal matrices whose ith columns are singular vectors ri and 
si, respectively and  is a diagonal matrix of positive real singular value i such that 12  
…n. Given the decomposition in (2.13), at an equilibrium point other than the collapse one, 
(2.12) can be rewritten as: 
 
1
1
( , , )
( , , )
n
i i i
i
s r





   
   
   

Δδ ΔP δ U
ΔU ΔQ δ U
 (2.14) 
Notice from (2.14) that the minimum singular value is a relative measure of how close the 
system is to the voltage collapse point. When the system Jacobian is singular (i.e. n~0), the 
system state variables presents a large variation even subjected to a small load perturbation. 
This observation can be applied to the voltage stability analysis because the small 
incremental load changes may cause dramatic and sometimes uncontrollable voltage drops. 
Moreover, the left rn and right sn singular vectors contain important information related to the 
critical buses and the most sensitive direction for changes in power injection, respectively.  
Because there is a strong relation between reactive power injections Q and bus voltages, 
the power flow model shown in (2.12) can be converted to consider only the Q-changes as 
follows:  
 1
4 3 1 2( , , ) ( )
                 QV
  

ΔQ δ U J J J J ΔU
J ΔU
 (2.15) 
where JQV is called the reduced Jacobian matrix. It is shown in the literature that the singular 
value of JQV shows the better profile than the one of the complete J [18]. 
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2.2.2.4. Optimization method  
The maximum loading margin can be alternatively determined by an optimal power flow 
problem that seeks to maximize the loading factor while maintain the power flow equations, 
and other security limits. A theoretical study of equivalency between continuation and 
optimization methods was presented in [19]. An improved optimization model based on 
complementarity constraints previously introduced by [20] was further developed to 
accurately represent the generator voltage control. As initially proposed in [21], the voltage 
collapse can be obtained by solving the following optimization model:  
 Maximize        (2.16) 
 subject to  ( , ) 0F  z . (2.17) 
The solution of this problem represents the last stable operating point before the system loses 
the voltage control ability. This problem can be solved by any optimization method. Most of 
the works presented so far such as [19, 20, 22-24], [25] rely on interior point methods. 
However, modern heuristic optimization methods were also applied in [26, 27]. In [27], the 
objective function is modified from maximizing  to minimizing the mismatch of (2.6) in 
order to ensure the singularity condition and the non-zero left eigenvector requirement as 
follows:  
 ( , )
Maximize      
1
T
mis
D F 

 
   
  

z z w
w
 (2.18) 
 subject to  ( , ) 0F  z  (2.19) 
where mis is the mismatch of the singularity condition and the eigenvector requirement at the 
collapse point; w is the left eigenvector. 
2.2.3 Performance indices 
2.2.3.1. Simplified power flow model  
Voltage Collapse Proximity Index  
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The voltage collapse proximity index VCPI is derived from the basic power flow equation. 
The derivation starts from finding the complex power injected to the bus k by the N-bus 
power system. Assuming that the complex voltages of the rest N-1 buses are known, two 
unknowns consisting of voltage magnitude kU  and voltage angle k  of the bus k are left to 
be solved as follows [28]: 
 2
1
1,
( , ) cos( )
N
k k k m k k m
m m k
f U U U U  
 
     (2.20) 
 
2
1,
( , ) sin
N
k k m k
m m k
f U U U 
 
   (2.21) 
where Um in the above two equations is defined by: 
 
1,
km
m mm m N
ki
i i k
y
U U U
y

 
    

 
(2.22) 
where ykm is the complex element of the admittance matrix at row k and column m.The 
collapse of voltage at bus k means that there is no solution to the partial derivative (Jacobian) 
matrix of (2.20) and (2.21). This means that the determinant of Jacobian matrix becomes zero 
at the voltage collapse point. The VCPI of bus k can be found from: 
 
11      ,
N
m
m ,m k
k D
k
U
VCPI  - k
U
 

  

 (2.23) 
It is observed that VCPI in (2.23) is characterized by voltage phasor information of the 
participating buses and the network admittance matrix. The typical range of VCPI is between 
zero and one. When the voltage at bus k collapses, the index is one. The global index 
describing the stability margin of the entire system VCPIsys is given by the maximum value of 
VCPI of all load buses. 
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 max{ }
D
sys k
k
VCPI VCPI

  (2.24) 
L-Index  
The line index L is a simple method to assess the voltage stability of a single transmission 
line initially proposed by [29] and further studied by [30]. The index uses information 
available in a normal power flow study. The derivation of L index starts from examining a 
simple two bus system with a generator and a load. The load bus voltage is expressed in 
terms of the generator bus voltage, the line admittance and the self-admittance connected to 
the two buses. The condition that the solution of load bus voltage exists was found that it can 
characterize the proximity of a line to the voltage stability limit. This concept is generalized 
to any multi-node system. The L index of each node j can be determined by:  
 
1    , 
G
i
j ij D
i j
U
L C j
U


     (2.25) 
where G  is the set of generator buses; D  is the set of load buses; Uj is the complex voltage 
of bus j and Cij is the element in row i column j of the gain matrix C determined by: 
  
1
LG

 C B B  (2.26) 
where B  is the imaginary part of the matrix YLL ; LGB  is the imaginary part of the matrix 
YLG. The matrices YLL 
and YLG 
are sub-matrices of the admittance matrix. Decomposition 
techniques are generally applied to determine the matrix inversion in (2.26). The typical 
range of L index is between zero and one. When the voltage at bus k collapses, the index is 
one. The global index describing the stability margin of the entire system Lsys is given by the 
maximum value of L indices of all lines as: 
 max{ }
D
sys j
j
L L

  (2.27) 
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2.2.3.2. Local measurement model  
Tracking Thevenin parameters 
With the phasor measurement technology providing accurate time-synchronized 
measurements, it is possible now to track system dynamics in real-time. Phasor measurement 
units (PMUs) are placed in a region of a power system to ensure observability of bus voltages 
in that region. Voltage stability is one of the applications that PMUs enhance online 
monitoring. According to [31], PMU-based detection of voltage stability can be categorized 
into two broad categories depending upon the input data needed. In the first category, the 
methods [32, 33] assume few or no information exchanges among different locations. The 
methods of the second category [28, 34] require the observability of the entire region prone to 
voltage stability. In this thesis, we follow the first category. 
Consider a load bus k having a load demand of k k kS P jQ   connected to the rest of 
power system as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). This part of the system can be represented by the 
Thevenin equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). At an operating condition, two Thevenin 
parameters in a complex form consisting of voltage THU  and impedance THZ must be 
determined by solving the voltage equation given as: 
 
TH kTH kU U Z I   (2.28) 
where kU  is the voltage at bus k; kI is the current flowing to the load bus k. When the load 
bus k is considered as the reference (the voltage angle becomes zero), the load current kI  can 
be expressed by:  
 
k k
k
k
P jQ
I
U

  (2.29) 
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The rest of power 
system
k k kS P jQ 
THU
THZ
kU
LZ
kU
(a)
(b)
 
Fig. 2.2 Representation of a load bus k in a general power system 
The voltage equation (2.28) can be transformed as follows: 
 ( )THr THm k TH TH kU jU U R jX I     (2.30) 
where THrU  and THmU  are real and imaginary part of THU , respectively; THR  and THX  are 
resistive and reactive parts of THZ , respectively . It is obvious from (2.30) that there are four 
unknowns to be solved. Therefore, at least two voltage and current measurements of bus k at 
time t are required to solve such an equation. An additional subscript j is introduced to the 
voltage and current to indicate the number of measurement as ,k jU  and ,k jI , respectively. 
Rewriting (2.30) in a matrix format with two set of measured quantities, (2.30) is converted 
to [32]:  
 
,1 ,1 ,1
,1 ,1 ,1
,2 ,2 ,2
,2 ,2 ,2
1 0
0 1
  
1 0
0 1
kr km krTHr
km kr kmTHm
kr km krTH
km kr kmTH
I I UU
I I UU
I I UR
I I UX
     
    
      
    
    
          
 (2.31) 
where ,kr jI  and ,km jI  are real and imaginary part of ,k jI , respectively; ,kr jU  and ,km jU  are real 
and imaginary part of ,k jU ,respectively. 
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Now, the four unknowns representing real and imaginary part of the two Thevenin 
parameters can be determined from (2.31). In practical power system operation, the measured 
data may contain some noise or error which could make Thevenin parameter estimates 
inaccurate. In such a case, more than two sets of measurement quantities collected from past 
loading conditions should be used and the least square curve fitting can be applied to solve 
for the Thevenin parameters as follow [32]:  
 T TA Ax A b  (2.32) 
where A
T
 denotes the transpose of A. 
In the steady state time frame, the voltage collapse occurs when the system transfer limit is 
exceeded. Therefore, the estimated value of maximum loading condition can indicate the 
voltage stability margin. Observe the circuit in Fig. 2.2(b), the magnitude of load apparent 
power at bus k can be expressed as [35, 36]: 
 2
2 2 2 cos( )
TH L
k
TH L TH L
U Z
S
Z Z Z Z  

  
 (2.33) 
where  THTH ZZ  
is the Thevenin impedance and  LL ZZ is the load impedance. For a 
given load power factor, the maximum apparent power that can be transferred to the load 
occurs when the condition is satisfied.  
 
0k
L
S
Z



 (2.34) 
The solution of (2.34) gives the condition of maximum power transfer when: 
 
L TH L THZ Z Y Y    (2.35) 
where LY  and THY are the load impedance and Thevenin equivalent impedance, respectively. 
The maximum apparent power that can be drawn from the system to the load bus k can be 
determined by substituting (2.35) to (2.33) as: 
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 2
,max
2 (1 2cos( ))
TH
k
TH
U
S
Z  

 
 (2.36) 
Note that the Thevenin parameters vary with the system operating condition. Several 
indicators can be derived based on the Thevenin parameters to assess the distance to voltage 
collapse of a load bus. Based on (2.35), the voltage stability margin in terms of admittance 
denoted as yVSM can be defined as [35]: 
 
TH L
y
TH
Y Y
VSM
Y

  (2.37) 
The value of yVSM  falls between zero and one. When the voltage collapse occurs, 
yVSM becomes zero. The yVSM  
indicator is not so intuitive because it is not expressed in a 
directly measurable quantity. Therefore, it is more desirable to express the indicator in terms 
of load apparent power.  
Power Transfer Stability Index 
The power transfer stability index PTSI represents the ratio between the load apparent power 
and the maximum loadability. At the voltage collapse point, such a ratio is equal to one, that 
is [37]: 
 
,max
k
k
k
S
PTSI
S
  (2.38) 
Substituting (2.36) into (2.38), such a margin can be expressed as: 
 
2
2 (1 2cos( ))
   , L THk D
TH
S Z
PTSI k
U
 

 
    (2.39) 
where D is the set of load buses. The typical range of PTSI is between zero and one. When 
the system reaches the voltage collapse point, the PTSI value reaches one. The global index 
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describing the stability margin of the entire system PTSIsys is given by the maximum value of 
PTSI of all load buses as:  
 max{ }
D
sys k
k
PTSI PTSI

  (2.40) 
Power based Voltage Stability Margin 
Because the voltage collapse occurs when the apparent power drawn from the system is equal 
to the maximum loading capability, the power-based voltage stability margin PVSM may be 
defined as [35]: 
 
,max
,max
k k
k
k
S S
PVSM
S

  (2.41) 
Substituting (2.33) and (2.36) into (2.41), the PVSM can be expressed as: 
 2
2
   , 
2 cos
L TH
k D
TH L TH L
(Z Z )
PVSM k
Z Z Z Z (β )



  
  
 (2.42) 
The typical range of PVSM is between zero and one. In contrast to PTSI, the value of PVSM 
reaches zero when the voltage collapse occurs. The global index describing the stability 
margin of the entire system PVSMsys is given by the minimum value of PVSM of all load 
buses 
 min{ }
D
sys k
k
PVSM PVSM

  (2.43) 
2.2.3.3. Simulation results 
A number of indices presented in this chapter are conducted to assess voltage stability of the 
IEEE-14 bus test system the single line diagram of which is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The system 
consists of five synchronous generators connected to buses 1,2,3,6 and 8. Among five 
generators, generator 1 is chosen as the slack bus and generators 3, 6 and 8 are synchronous 
condensers supplying only reactive power. Nine load buses are not directly attached to any 
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generator while two loads at buses 2 and 3 are connected to a generator. The base load 
condition of this system is 362.62 MW and 113.96 MVar.  
G
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C: Synchronous 
condensor  
Fig. 2.3 Single line diagram of the IEEE 14-bus system 
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Fig. 2.4 Bus voltages at different loading conditions 
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The loading scenario considered in this example is uniform and simultaneous load 
increases at every load bus according to (2.4) for both active and reactive power demands. 
For all load buses, the load increment coefficients kP,i and kQ,i are fixed to 0.01 (1%). The rate 
of change in generation kG,i as shown in (2.5) is equally set to 0.01 for all generators. The 
loading parameter  is running from zero (the base-load condition) until the maximum 
loading condition max is met where the power flow solution does not converge. In this 
simulation, the collapse occurs at 168% of the base loading level. 
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Fig. 2.5 Reactive power generation outputs at different loading conditions  
During the course of load increase, a power flow routine is conducted to determine the 
corresponding power system state. In this situation, the voltage profiles at selected load buses 
are shown in Fig. 2.4. Observe that the voltage profiles of buses 2, 3 and 6 with generating 
units attached remain constant up to a certain loading level before starting to decrease. This 
characteristic is due to the loss of voltage control capability of a generator. The relationship 
between the reactive power generations and load increases are depicted in Fig. 2.5. When the 
reactive power output of a generator reaches the limit, reactive power generation of that 
generator has to be fixed at its maximum capacity and the bus type is converted from a 
generator (PV) bus to a load (PQ) bus. It is assumed in this example that the slack bus (at bus 
1) is represented by a very large generator with unlimited reactive power generation.  
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Observe from the voltage profile shown in Fig. 2.4 that bus voltages are slightly changed in 
response to the load variation and abruptly diminished near to the collapse point. This is an 
undesirable characteristic of an indicator for voltage stability. A good indicator should be 
easily monitored as system parameters change. The indicator profile should also have a 
predictable and smooth shape. Minimum singular value (MSV) of the power flow Jacobian 
matrix and its sub-matrices are among various indicators. The relationship between the 
variation of MSV of the complete Jacobian FJ different sub-matrices namely J1, J4 and JQV 
(see (2.15)) and the loading scenario can be shown in Fig. 2.6.  
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Fig. 2.6 Minimum singular value at various loading levels 
It is quite obviously seen from Fig. 2.6 that MSV of J1 is quite insensitive to the load 
change pattern. Therefore, it is not a good indicator. This is not surprising because the 
primarily cause of voltage instability is the lack of reactive power. J4 and JQV provide 
sensitivity information between reactive power injection and voltage at buses (Q-V 
sensitivity) by assuming the weak coupling between reactive power and voltage angle where 
considering MSV of J4 alone would completely ignore such a coupling. In some practical 
large power system, MSV of the reduced JQV may be of more interest because it could reduce 
computing burden instead of handling the complete FJ. It should be observed that there are 
some sudden declines of MSV of FJ because of the change of bus types. In mathematical 
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interpretations, this bus type conversion alters the list of state variables and the dimension of 
power flow Jacobian matrix.  
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Fig. 2.7 PTSI of load buses at various system loading levels 
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Fig. 2.8  PVSM of load buses at various system loading levels 
Notice that MSV is a measure for degradation of power flow equations. Therefore, this 
value represents the stability of the entire power system. On the other hand, some indicators 
such as L-index, PTSI and PVSM provide stability information at local buses. Based on the 
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technique for tracking Thevenin parameters discussed in section 2.2.3.2, a few indicators can 
be derived. Among them, the variations of PTSI and PVSM corresponding to the loading 
scenario discussed earlier are shown in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8, respectively. An important merit 
of these indicators is that they rely only on the information available at local load buses. 
Network topology is not required for this method. It is clearly depicted that PTSI and PVSM 
of all load buses reach the critical value of one and zero, respectively, at the maximum 
loading point of 68%. The most critical bus in this operating condition is bus 14 where PTSI 
is the greatest and PVSM is the lowest compared to the ones at the other load buses. The 
conversion of bus status is also reflected by the sudden changes in the PTSI and PVSM 
profiles. As discussed earlier in section 2.2.3.2 that at least two measurements of bus voltage 
magnitude and bus voltage angle are required to solve (2.31), five different measurements are 
used in this example. A small random perturbation is introduced to each system loading 
condition so that (2.31) is numerically solvable. It can be further noticed that at high loading 
conditions after the bus type change of generator 6 (see Fig. 2.5), PTSI and PVSM mildly 
fluctuate due to the greater difficulty of estimating Thevenin parameters near to the collapse 
point. However, the two indicators are able to correctly indicate the proximity to voltage 
collapse.  
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Fig. 2.9 L-index of load buses at various system loading levels 
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The last indicator presented in this example is the famous L-index widely used by many 
researchers. This indicator is a representative of indicators which are derived from the 
simplified power flow equations based on certain assumptions. Therefore, the information 
required to compute these indicators are generally similar to those for a power flow 
calculation. L-index needs the complete admittance matrix bus voltages in a complex form. 
The critical value of L-index is one as discussed earlier. Fig. 2.9 shows the response of L-
index to the load variation scenario. Nonlinearity of the indicator profile also exists in this 
case. Bus 14 has the greatest value of L-index at nearly every loading level. This observation 
conforms to the identification of the most critical bus made by the other indicators.  
2.3 Preventing voltage collapse  
Based on the discussion regarding design and operating measures in preventing voltage 
collapse in a power system given in [5], this section summarizes some aspects relating to the 
studies developed in this thesis. Recent developments in each method are further elaborated.  
2.3.1 Reactive power and voltage control 
The power system should be operated with an adequate voltage stability margin. If the system 
operates with the margin less than required in the operating guidelines, the appropriate 
scheduling of reactive power sources and voltage profiles in the system is the first tool that 
the operator should use to enhance the voltage stability. The problem is essentially defined by 
an optimization problem whose objective can be either to minimize the total active power 
transmission losses or to minimize the voltage deviation at load buses. The required stability 
margin is generally constrained to ensure the stable system operation. Control devices that 
can be used to achieve this task comprise reactive compensating devices, transformer tap 
changers and reactive power output or terminal voltage of a generator.  
2.3.1.1. Reactive compensation devices 
Reactive power compensating devices can improve voltage stability of a power system. For 
example, shunt capacitors are by far the most inexpensive means to providing reactive power 
and voltage support in load premises. With the appropriate size and location of the devices, 
they can free up the reactive spinning reserve in generators and prevent voltage collapse in 
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many situations. However, these devices have a number of limitations, for instance when in a 
highly-compensated system the voltage control may become poor. Series capacitors are self-
regulating devices providing effects similar to shortening long transmission lines.  
The advent of flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) technology gives a new 
possibility of controlling power flow without the need to reschedule generation and network 
topology. There are a number of devices in this category used in power systems for different 
purposes. Among these, unified power flow controller (UPFC) is the most advanced FACTS 
controller providing significant flexibility in injecting a controlled series and shunt 
compensation. Given various merits provided by these devices in improving the system 
performance including voltage stability margin [38], a number of technical issues such as 
coordination of FACTS with the other devices have to be taken into consideration. Beside 
this, the devices are relatively expensive. Therefore, studies should be carried out to assess 
the investment returns and benefits.  
2.3.1.2. Control of transformer tap changers 
Transformer tap changers can be either locally or centrally controlled to mitigate the risk of 
voltage collapse. A simple method is to block tap changing when the voltage sags and 
unblock when it recovers. This is a common control scheme used in several utilities.  
2.3.2 Under-voltage load shedding  
In extreme and unplanned situations, it may be necessary to use under-voltage load shedding 
schemes analogous to under-frequency load shedding. Load shedding is a low-cost means of 
preventing wide spread system collapse and sometimes is effective method to drive operation 
of an unstable system back into a stable operating zone. This control measure is generally 
applied as the last resort when the system conditions and contingencies leading to voltage 
instability are of low probability but would caused widespread consequences.  
2.4 Summary 
This chapter presents fundamental concepts of voltage stability, analysis techniques, indices 
and control measures for preventing voltage collapses. Various indices proposed in literature 
are categorized into two main groups: the simplified model and the local measurement model. 
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The simulation results showed that the indices in these two groups have nearly identical 
ability to assess voltage stability of the power system. The major difference is only the 
information required to determine the index. Preventive and corrective control measures that 
can safeguard the power system from the collapse are also presented.  
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Chapter 3  
Computational intelligence tools 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses implementations of the computational intelligence (CI) techniques 
applied in this thesis for voltage stability assessment and control problems. The chosen CI 
methods consists of two main categories namely neural networks (NNs) and evolutionary 
algorithms (EAs). Two types of NNs namely multi-layered feedforward NNs (FFNNs) and 
learning vector quantization (LVQ) are selected for different regression tasks and 
classification tasks, respectively. LVQ, sometimes refers to a Kohonen network, is the 
supervised counterpart of the self-organizing map (SOM) for classification problems 
developed by Kohonen [39].  
In this thesis, FFNNs are principally devoted to estimate voltage stability margins (VSMs) 
of power systems without the need to conduct a complete simulation. LVQ as applied in 
Chapter 6 is responsible for indicating voltage stability of the current operating condition . 
An unstable operating condition will be further analyzed for appropriate control measures in 
the framework of optimization problems.  
With the recent development in evolutionary computation, the search performance of EAs 
has been enhanced. They provide a very robust and powerful solution to highly complex 
optimization problems. This thesis investigates applications of a few well-known EAs to 
handle power system operation problems with major emphasis given on the control measures 
to prevent voltage collapse. Those EAs applied in this thesis consist of genetic algorithm 
(GA), ant colony optimization (ACO) and differential evolution (DE). In DE, special interests 
were given to a recent variant called JADE [40]. Parameters of JADE are adapted based on 
the knowledge gained during the course of optimization. However, a control parameter 
namely population size still needs to be tuned and specified by the user. In this thesis, the 
original JADE was improved by allowing the population size to automatically change in the 
manner similar to the other control parameters. The modified JADE method is named JADE-
vPS standing for JADE with variable population size.  
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This rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Dimensionality reduction methods as the 
pre-processing are discussed in Section 3.2. Essential concepts of NNs are summarized in 
Section 3.3. Evolutionary algorithms are presented in details in Section 3.4. This section also 
gives brief introduction to backgrounds and different methods of constraint handling. Finally, 
Section 3.5 concludes the chapter.  
3.2 Dimensionality reduction 
The number of information describing an operating state directly grows in proportion to the 
sheering size of a power system. For an interconnected system, the complete state 
information is generally too large to be effectively handled by any CI method. The problem 
of curse of dimensionality is very well-known in this respect. It is also advisable that the 
number of input information should be reduced to a number reasonably manageable by CI 
approaches to enhance generalization capability and speeding up the learning process. In 
statistics, the term dimensionality reduction refers to the process of reducing the number of 
variables under consideration and can be classified into “feature selection” and “feature 
extraction”. In CI terminology, “feature” is a quantity used to characterize input information 
which is in our case an operating state. The idea of dimensionality reduction techniques can 
be depicted as in Fig. 3.1 (adapted from [41]).  
 
Fig. 3.1 A conceptual illustration of dimensionality reduction 
(a) feature selection (b) feature extraction 
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In feature selection, a part of the original feature set is selected to describe the input 
information whereby the remainder is discarded. Fig. 3.1(a) shows that by some means set up 
in the feature selector, m variables [y1,y2,…,ym] are chosen to equivalently represent the 
original data set with n variables. On the other hand, the original feature set is transformed 
into a new space 
1
* * *
2, ,..., ny y y    in feature extraction. Then, the first m features 1
* * *
2, ,..., my y y   that 
preserve much of the relevant information are selected.  
3.2.1 Feature selection  
Feature selection is the technique to select a subset of the inputs and to discard the rest. From 
the theoretical viewpoint, the optimal subset of features can be regarded as a supervised 
learning problem requiring exhaustive searches of all possible subsets of features [42]. This 
method is impractical when the number of features is large. Feature selection is particularly 
helpful if the input features are highly correlated. This means that the same information is 
repeated in several variables.  
Two categories can be classified among feature selection algorithms: feature ranking and 
subset selection. In feature ranking, features are ranked by a pre-defined score. The features 
that do not achieve an adequate score are eliminated. Canonical correlation and mutual 
information are two common scores used to describe the relationship between two features or 
two sets of features. Linear discriminant analysis, such as Fisher’s discriminant [43] can also 
be used to determine separability of two feature classes. Then, a sequential ranking method is 
carried out based on the computed Fisher’s values to construct the set of suitable features. In 
subset selection methods, a subset of features is evaluated for suitability. Clustering can be 
considered as a member of this category.  
The k-mean algorithm is a well-known and powerful clustering method applicable to most 
situations. This is measured by the Euclidean distance between any two vectors. Then, each 
point is assigned to the cluster whose center is nearest. Given a set of observations 
 1 2, ,..., nx x x  where each observation is in a D-dimensional space. The k-mean clustering 
assigns n observed vectors into k<N clusters denoted by  1 2, ,..., kS S S  so that the within-
cluster sum of squares is minimized according to:  
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where ci is the center of the cluster Si defined by the mean of points in Si given by  
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where m is the number of observations in the cluster Si. Given an initial mean (center) of k 
clusters, the iterative procedures are repeated and the mean of each iteration is computed. The 
algorithm is deemed converged if the means have no changes.  
3.2.2 Feature extraction 
Principal component analysis (PCA) also known as Karhunen-Loéve transformation is one of 
the widely used techniques for reducing the number of input features. Beside the 
dimensionality reduction, the primary goal of PCA is to preserve as much of the relevant  
information as possible. The PCA procedures entirely rely on the input data itself without 
considering any target data. Therefore, it can be regarded as an unsupervised learning 
method. Given an input vector x
 
in a D dimensional space  1 2, ,..., Dx x x , PCA maps such a 
vector to a new vector z
 
 in a M dimensional space  1 2, ,..., Mz z z  ,where M<D. Without any 
loss of generality, an input vector x can be expressed by a linear combination of D 
orthonormal vector ui according to:  
 
1
D
i i
i
z

x u  (3.3) 
Suppose that a subset of M<D basis vectors ui are retained for zi and the rest coefficients are 
replaced by constants bi, an input vector x is approximated by:  
 
1 1
M D
i i i i
i i M
z b
  
  x u u  (3.4) 
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Consider the entire dataset with N patterns, the approximation error for an input vector 
n=1,…,N introduced by the dimensionality reduction is governed by:  
 
1
( )
D
n n n
i i i
i M
z b
 
  x x u  (3.5) 
For the best approximation, the total sum of the square errors over the whole dataset should 
be minimized. Therefore, we minimize the following error function. 
 2
2
1 1 1
1 1
( )
2 2
N N D
n n n
i i
n n i M
E z b
   
     x x  (3.6) 
After following the optimization procedure, it can be shown [42] that the minimum occurs 
when the basis vectors satisfy 
 
i i iCu u  (3.7) 
where C is the covariance matrix of the vector set  nx . It should be observed that (3.7) is 
the eigen-characteristic of the covariance matrix. Therefore, a PCA algorithm starts by 
computing the covariance matrix and its eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Then, the 
eigenvectors corresponding to the M largest eigenvalues are used to project the input vectors 
 nx  onto a new M dimensional space.  
The algorithm discussed here is based on a linear dimensionality reduction with the sum-
of-square criterion. It is possible to consider other covariance measures and population 
entropy. Detailed discussions can be found from [44].  
3.3 Neural networks 
In machine learning, artificial neural network is the electrical analogue of the biological 
nervous system. For short, the term “neural network” (NN) will be used throughout the 
thesis. This section gives a brief background of NN and outlines few useful NN 
configurations. The concepts of supervised learning are also discussed.  
As suggested by its name, a NN consists of various connected neurons. Input signals are 
transmitted to selected neurons through weighted factors. Fig. 3.2 shows a typical model for a 
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single artificial neuron where there are n inputs x1 to xn activating this neuron. At each neuron 
j, the intermediate output u is computed by the linear combination (dot product) between the 
input values and the connection weights. Furthermore, a neuron can receive an additional 
input called bias b which does not come from any other neuron. This bias helps improve the 
network generalization in some cases in which all inputs are zero and the target is non-zero. 
Because the domain of u is mathematically infinite, an activation function is required to map 
such an infinite range to a pre-specified range. Five activation functions are commonly 
employed in NNs consisting of [45]: (a) the linear function, (b) the step function, (c) the ramp 
function, (d) the sigmoid function and (e) the Gaussian function. Each activation function is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.3. In summary, the final output of a neuron is computed by:  
 ( )j j jy f u b   (3.8) 
 
1
n
ji i
i
w x


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 f(·)
uj
yj
wj1
wj2
wjn
bj
 
Fig. 3.2 A typical single neuron model 
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
 
Fig. 3.3 Five most common activation functions 
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Neurons in a NN can be connected in different topological configurations. The best 
network configuration practically depends on the problem to be solved. The multilayer feed-
forward network is commonly used in nonlinear mapping problems. A feed-forward network 
can be configured with a number of layers in which there are a number of neurons in each 
layer. Input signals flow in a forward manner and there is no feedback from one neuron to the 
other as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). This type of networks is generally adequate for most of 
regression and classification problems. However, one of its disadvantages is the ability to 
handle temporal information. This problem can be overcome using a recurrent network in 
which there exist feedbacks among different neurons either in the same layer of in the 
previous one as depicted in Fig. 3.4(b). This type of network is well suited for predicting time 
series such as wind power forecasting in [46] or equivalencing of dynamic systems such as 
load modeling in voltage stability assessment in [47].  
 
(a) (b)  
Fig. 3.4 Configurations of neural networks  
(a) a feed-forward network (b) a recurrent network 
Once the appropriate network configuration is defined, a training session is required so 
that the connection weight values can be adapted. This is the indispensable process for every 
NN in order to perform the given task correctly. Adaptation of weights can be accomplished 
by four different methods namely supervised learning, unsupervised learning, competitive 
learning and reinforcement learning. The training method used in this thesis is the supervised 
learning in which relevant concepts are illustrated in Fig. 3.5 [48]. 
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Fig. 3.5 A supervised learning scheme  
 
Given an input vector I, the corresponding output vector O is computed based on the input 
I and weights. At the initial stage, weights are randomly initialized. Compared to the known 
target vector T, the error vector E = T-O is computed. Then, the supervised learning 
algorithm will adjust the network weights. The back-propagation algorithm is the popular 
method for network parameter adaptation. In NN training, an epoch is the presentation of the 
entire training set to the NN. The training session can be terminated when the number of 
epochs reaches the pre-specified maximum number or when the estimation error in an 
independent data set called the validation set starts to increases. The later intends to prevent 
the network from the over-fitting problem.  
3.4 Evolutionary algorithms 
3.4.1 Overview 
In computational intelligence, an evolutionary algorithm (EA) is a subset of evolutionary 
computation (EC) which is a population-based meta-heuristic optimization method [49]. The 
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search mechanism of an EA is inspired by natural processes such as biological evolution, 
reproduction, mutation, crossover, or selection. Candidate solutions of an optimization 
problem are represented by individuals in a population. The quality of a solution is estimated 
by the fitness function. The population is repetitively evolved through evolutionary operators. 
These operators can be varied in different EAs.  
EC optimization methods differ from traditional optimization methods in a number of 
aspects. One of the major differences is the requirement for derivatives information. In many 
real-world optimization problems, it is hard or even not possible to calculate derivatives. The 
other merit of the EC paradigm is that this approach reduces the chance of getting stuck to 
local optimum by allowing the population to explore the search space simultaneously through 
effective operators over several trials [50].  
Regardless of the algorithm implemented in the EC paradigm, EAs often follow a similar 
procedure as listed below [45].  
1. Initialize the population. 
2. Calculate the fitness of each individual in the population. 
3. Reproduce selected individual to create a new population.  
4. Perform evolutionary operations, such as crossover and mutation on the population 
and select parent individuals for the next generation 
5. Loop to step 2 until the termination criterion is met.  
EAs have been successfully implemented in diverse engineering areas including electric 
power systems. Three EAs applied in this thesis will be presented in section 3.4.2. The 
penalized fitness function adopted to handle constraints is discussed in section 3.4.3.1. 
3.4.2 Algorithms 
This section gives essential and compact summary of the EAs applied in this thesis in the first 
three subsections. Finally, the constraint handling method based on the self-adaptive penalty 
scheme is discussed.  
3.4.2.1. Genetic algorithm 
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a search method in the EC paradigm reflecting the primitive 
process of biological evolution introduced by Holland [51]. A population of GA represents 
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the set of candidate solutions represented by different individuals. An individual is called a 
chromosome due to the analogy to genetic evolution of organisms.  
The early version of GA treats real numbers in the binary form. Encoding and decoding 
are required to convert continuous variables to binary variables and vice versa. Each element 
of an individual can be encoded in any specified number of bits. A unique discrete value is 
then assigned to each sub-range. The difference between the actual function value and the 
quantization level is known as the quantization error. The number of bits directly influences 
the quantization error and ultimately the performance of GA [52].  
In continuous search spaces, the binary encoding scheme may become sluggish if the 
number of variables is large and a high precision is required. Moreover, in that condition the 
binary GA also suffers from the memory storage problem because the size of chromosome is 
getting much larger. The points discussed earlier motivate the development of continuous 
GAs where a variable is represented by a single floating-point number instead of various 
binary integers such as [53, 54].  
3.4.2.2. Ant colony optimization 
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is the algorithm inspired by the foraging behavior of real ants 
and was initially proposed to solve combinatorial optimization problems [55]. Recently, there 
have been great interests in extending ACO to handle problems in the real space [56]. Among 
these techniques, the one proposed by Socha and Dorigo in [57] namely ACOR, demonstrates 
better performance than other ant-inspired algorithms in dealing with various test problems in 
unconstrained optimization. Therefore, we adopted this ACOR with some modification for 
constrained optimization as the optimization engine of various tasks developed in this thesis.  
Conventional ACO initially developed to deal with combinatorial optimization problems is 
not appropriate to handle continuous variables. This is because it maps the entire search space 
of every dimension into a discretized graph namely the pheromone trail with a definite 
number of potential solutions. An ant selects the new direction to move from one step to the 
other using a selection method such as the roulette wheel or tournament selection based on a 
probabilistic criteria defined as a function of pheromone over each trail.  
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On the other hand, ACOR defines the entire search domain of each dimension by a 
continuous probability distribution function (PDF). Multiple promising search regions are 
modeled by the Gaussian kernel PDF defined as a weighted sum of k single PDFs as follows: 
 2 2( ) 2( )
1 1
1
( ) ( )
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i i
l l
k k
xi i
l l l i
l l l
G x g x e
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 
 
 
    (3.9) 
where k is the number of single Gaussian PDF at the construction step i; , , and  are 
vectors of size k defining the weights, means and standard deviations associated with every 
individual Gaussian PDF at the construction step i.  
For each ant, a new variable value can be developed at each construction step by a random 
sampling technique of a given PDF based on mean  and standard deviation . Since the 
global optimization in a continuous domain involves an indefinite number of candidate 
solutions, the pheromone trail concept of conventional ACO is no longer applicable. 
Therefore, ACOR stores the knowledge gained from previous searches in the tabular format 
namely the archive XT. 
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Fig. 3.6 Data structure of the solution archive 
Fig. 3.6 shows the data structure of the solution archive XT designed to handle constrained 
optimization problems. The archive stores the set of good solutions that the algorithm has 
discovered so far. The first part of XT contains the set of candidate solutions xj, j=1,2,…,n  
where xj 
D
 ; D is the problem dimension. The next column of XT stores the corresponding 
fitness value of j
th 
candidate solution f(xj). The probability of selecting the j
th
 solution as a 
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mean pi is recorded in the next column. The last column holds the binary indicating feasibility 
status of the the i
th
 solution (1 if feasible and 0 if infeasible). 
As mentioned earlier that ACOR applies the Gaussian kernel to generate a new solution, it 
is however not simple to find the inverse cumulative distribution function of an arbitrary 
distribution function. Therefore, ACOR applies an alternative sampling technique in order to 
increase the implementation flexibility in two steps.  
In the first step, a single component of the kernel is probabilistically selected for each ant. 
The weight j of the solution j is the Gaussian PDF value with mean of 1 and standard 
deviation of qn. It is computed according to:  
 2 2 2( 1) 21
2
j q n
j e
qn


   (3.10) 
where q is a parameter of the algorithm and n is the size of solution archive. When q is small, 
the solutions with lower ranks in the archive have very strong influences in guiding new 
search directions whereby a larger q allows the wider search diversification over the entire 
space. For each archive solution of rank j in XT, the corresponding probability is calculated 
by:  
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where p is the vector containing probability of selection of all archived solutions.  
Then, to generate an ant k of the descent ant population, the Roulette wheel selection 
method is applied to randomly select which candidate solution of XT should be set as the 
vector of mean values expressed by: 
  ; 1,2,...,  and Roulette( )k j k m j   μ x p  (3.12) 
where n is the problem dimension; m is the size of ant population; Roulette(p) is the Roulette 
selection function with p as the input and returning the selected rank. For each ant k, the 
standard deviation  for every construction step i is calculated from the average distance 
from the chosen solution sj to the other solutions in XT according to:  
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where  is the pheromone evaporation coefficient; and n is the problem dimension. Based on 
determined mean and standard deviation, the new position xa of an ant k is generated by:  
 
, (0,1) ;  1,2,...,  and 1,2,...,
i i i
a k j kx x N k m i D       (3.14) 
After the complete generation of all ants, the better ant solutions replace the archived 
solutions based on the following rules.  
 Any feasible solution is preferred to any infeasible solution; 
 Between two feasible solutions, the one with the better objective value is preferred; 
 Between two infeasible solutions, the one having smaller fitness value (smaller 
constraint violation) is preferred. 
All solutions in XT are then ranked after the update according to their feasibility status and 
fitness value based on a descending order of the solution quality. This means that the solution 
with the lower rank is better than the one with the higher one.  
3.4.2.3. Differential evolution 
Differential evolution (DE) initially proposed in [58] is a population based EA gaining 
significant interests in global optimization problems during the recent years due to the 
simplicity in implementation, the efficiency and robustness of the search process. DE works 
quite similarly to other EAs except the scheme of generating a new trial vector. A new 
individual of DE moves to a new one in the search space by adding a resulting vector of 
difference between two other random vectors randomly chosen from the population. A 
weight namely mutation factor is introduced to control the magnitude of the vector of 
difference. The resulting (mutant) vector replaces the vector with which it is compared only if 
the new vector yields the better fitness value. DE is inherently a simple to use and powerful 
optimization method. Moreover, it is possible to implement DE in parallel computation.  
Besides those merits outlined earlier, the performance of DE is quite influenced by the 
setting of three important control parameters namely the mutation factor, the crossover rate 
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and the population size. Although there are some guidelines for appropriate parameter 
settings such as [59-61], the interaction between the parameter setting and the search 
performance is quite complicated and perhaps not completely well understood. The tedious 
trial-and-error method is generally used to tune the control parameters which are most of the 
cases problem-specific.  
In recent years, there have been keen interests in the area of parameter adaptation where 
the value of control parameters is dynamically adjusted without prior knowledge given by the 
users [60, 62, 63]. JADE is a decent variant of DE recently proposed by Zhang and 
Sanderson [40]. Parameters of the algorithm are automatically changed during the course of 
optimization. JADE relies on a simple mechanism developed to accumulate the knowledge 
about the set of parameters that produce the better trial vectors and to adapt the control 
parameters in the remaining generations with the intention to improve the solution quality.  
This thesis focuses on the application of JADE to optimization tasks in power systems 
problems. Various case studies in economic load dispatch were conducted to verify our 
implementation. Major steps of JADE algorithm are summarized as follows.  
Solution encoding and initialization  
Before DE starts the search, the component j or an individual i is initialized (denoted as the 
generation 0) by: 
 0 min max min
, ( )i j j j jx x rand x x     (3.15) 
                                             NPi ,...,2,1  and  Dj ,...,2,1  
where minjx and 
max
jx  are minimum and maximum of variable j, respectively; rand is a 
uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1; NP is the population size. 
Mutation 
For each individual i at the generation G Gix  (also known as a target vector), mutation is 
applied to produce the corresponding mutant vector  ,1 ,2 ,, ,...,G G G Gi i i i Dv v vv . The basic mutation 
strategy is the “DE/rand/1” as follow: 
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0 1 2( )
G G G G
i r i r rF  v x x x  (3.16) 
where 0 1 2r r r i    are distinct integers uniformly chosen from the set  NP,...,2,1 ; Fi is the 
mutation strategy for the individual i usually in the range (0,1).. The parent vector at the 
generation G is randomly chosen as 
0
G
rx  and updated by the difference vector 1 2
G G
r rx x . This 
strategy provides great diversification to the search process because the parent vector is 
randomly chosen from the population. However, an effective EA should balance the search 
capabilities between “diversification” and “intensification”. This is achieved by the 
“DE/current-to-best/1” mutation strategy as follows: 
 
1 2( ) ( )
G G G G G G
i i i best i i r rF F    v x x x x x  (3.17) 
where 1 2r r i   are distinct integers uniformly chosen between 1 and NP. For each 
individual i, the mutation scheme updates the new position by adding two differential vectors 
to the current position at each generation G. The first one is the vector pointing from the 
current position Gix  to the global best 
G
bestx  while the second one is the difference vector 
between any two arbitrary points. This strategy helps accelerate the convergence because of 
the additional information given by the global best vector. The improved version of this 
strategy is called “DE/current-to-pbest/1” 
 
, 1 2( ) ( )
G G G G G G
i i i best p i i r rF F    v x x x x x  (3.18) 
where ,
G
best px  is randomly chosen from the top best 100p % of the current population denoted 
as XP at generation G with probability ]1,0[p . 
G
r2
~x  is a vector randomly chosen from the set 
of XPXA where XA is the solution archive storing the local best solutions that the algorithm 
has discovered so far.  
Crossover  
After the mutation, a trial vector  GDiGiGiGi uuu ,2,1, ,...,,u  is generated by mixing the target vector 
and the mutant vector through the binomial crossover as:  
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,
,
,
if  or 
otherwise
G
i j i randG
i j G
i j
v rand CR j j
u
x
  
 

 (3.19) 
where CRi [0,1] corresponds to the crossover rate of the vector i. The crossover rate roughly 
determines the fraction of vector component that are altered by the mutation process. jrand is 
an integer randomly chosen between 1 and D. This is to ensure that at least one of the vector 
components comes from the mutation process. 
Selection  
The better vector between the parent Gix  and the trial 
G
iu is selected to be a member of 
population in the next generation G+1 according to their fitness values )(f . For a 
minimization problem, the selected vector is given by: 
 
1 if ( ) ( )
otherwise
G G G
G i i i
i G
i
f f   

u u x
x
x
. (3.20) 
A trail vector Giu  is selected to be a parent vector of the next generation 
1G
ix  only if it yields 
the better fitness value, otherwise the old target vector Gix  is retained. 
Control parameter adaptation 
The crossover rate GiCR  and the mutation factor 
G
iF associated with a target vector 
G
ix  are 
defined as random variables as follows: 
 ( ,0.1)G Gi CRCR randn   (3.21) 
 ( ,0.1)G Gi FF randc   (3.22) 
where ( , )randn a b  is a random number based on the normal distribution with mean a and 
standard deviation b; ( , )randc a b  is a random number based on the Cauchy distribution with 
location a and scale b. GCR and 
G
F  are the mean value of crossover rates and mutation factors 
corresponding to successful individuals at generation G, respectively. An individual is 
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successful at any generation if it is selected as a parent vector according to. Upon the 
completion of evolutionary operations to all individuals, the mean values of CR and F for the 
next generation G+1 are updated based on:  
 1 (1 ) ( )G GCR CR A CRc c mean 
     s  (3.23) 
 1 (1 ) ( )G GF F L Fc c mean 
     s  (3.24) 
where c is a constant generally set between 0.01 and 0.2. The vectors sCR and sF store 
crossover rates and mutation factors corresponding to successful individuals. The operator 
)(Amean  and )(Lmean  are used to compute the arithmetic and Lehmer means of a vector. For 
any vector x with n elements, the Lehmer mean is a nonlinear moving average with a 
parameter p as follows:  
 
1
1
1
( )
n p
kk
p n p
kk
x
L
x






x . (3.25) 
Adapting population size  
Parameter adaptation can be brought into the population level so that the number of 
individuals can be dynamically updated over generations. Some examples of these methods 
are a rule-based adaptation in [64] and self-adaptive methods in [65, 66]. These strategies 
enable the EA to adapt itself to any class of the problem without the need for the user to 
specify the value of control parameters. If well designed, they may also bring more diversity 
to the population which is generally helpful in many optimization problems especially in 
multi-modal problems. So far, those techniques have not shown distinct performances in 
improving the solution quality. They have not been applied to any practical optimization 
problems.  
Therefore, we developed the so-called JADE-vPS in this thesis to investigate those gaps. 
The mechanism to change the control parameters F and CR are kept unchanged from the 
original JADE. The strategy to change the population size is extended by coding a variable 
called NPn to the individual level as shown in the last column in Fig. 3.7. The variable NPn 
denotes the normalized number of individuals participating in the evolutionary operation at 
the current generation. After de-normalization, NPn becomes NP representing the number of 
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individuals to be evolved at the current generation. Moreover, PS represents the population 
size at the current generation. At the first generation, NP is essentially equal to PS. 
1
G
x
2
G
x
3
G
x
1
GF
2
GF
3
GF
1
GCR
2
GCR
3
GCR
1
GNPn
2
GNPn
3
GNPn
G
PSx
G
PSF
G
PSCR
G
PSNPn
 
Fig. 3.7 Encoding scheme in JADE-vPS 
At the beginning, PS can be set to a fixed number according to one of the guidelines 
discussed earlier. Because PS can be automatically adjusted during the optimization process, 
PS has to be bounded in the range given by min max[ , ]PS PS  representing the minimum and 
maximum allowable size of the population. In the current version, PS
min
 and PS
max
 are set to 
0.5 PSini and 2 PSini, respectively where PSini is the initial population size. PSini is set to 3D 
where D is the problem dimension. For each target vector i, the normalized number of 
individuals is defined by: 
 ( ,0.1)G Gi NPnNPn randn   (3.26) 
where GNPn  is the mean value of all NPn variables. When the algorithm starts, NPn  is 
initialized to 0.5. The mean value of NPn for the next generation is updated by:  
 1
1 1(1 ) ( )
G G
NPn NPn A NPnc c mean 
     s  (3.27) 
where c1 is a small constant (in this study set to 0.01); sNPn is the vector storing the 
normalized number of individuals corresponding to the successful candidates. Then, the 
number of individual that the EA will evolve in the next generation denoted as NP
G+1 
is 
determined by: 
 1 min 1 max min{ ( )}G GNPnNP PS round PS PS
     (3.28) 
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where {}round  is the round-up function. At this point, there exists a possibility that NPG+1 is 
greater than PS
G
. The question is now how to handle the marginal (NP
G+1
- PS
G
) individuals. 
There are two simple alternatives to this issue. First, the existing population is sorted and the 
best individuals are copied to fulfill the requirement. The other solution is to insert new 
individuals which can be randomly close to the local best solutions to intensify the search 
process or in the other hyper-spheres excluding the local bests. The latter strategy in some 
cases is beneficial to prevent the population trapping to a local optimum. This thesis follows 
the first mechanism in adding local bests. By doing this, as discussed earlier the search 
process could be biased toward a not truly optimal direction. At the moment, we have 
restricted the number of local bests PS
added
 that can be inserted to the population by offsetting 
(NP
G+1
- PS
G
) according to:  
 1 1min{( ),0.05 } if  
0 otherwise
G G ini G G
added NP PS PS NP PSPS
    
 

 (3.29) 
Hence the population size of the next generation becomes: 
 1G G addedPS PS PS    (3.30) 
Up to this point, the other important question may arise. Because NP changes during the 
optimization process, then which individuals should be updated by the evolutionary 
operations? Each individual in the population has equal chance of being evolved by the 
algorithm. The mutation scheme of JADE-vPS is identical to the one of JADE as shown in 
(3.18) except the definition of the individual pointer i. Here in JADE-vPS, a vector storing 
random permutation of integers between 1 to PS is generated. Let us denote this PS-element 
vector rpi. Each element of rpi is a pointer to the individual on which JADE-vPS should be 
operated. Then, only the first NP elements are kept and the rest are trimmed out. Now the 
individual pointer i can be redefined by:  
 ( ) ; 1,2,...,pii k k NP r  (3.31) 
The condition of random pointers to two difference vectors 1 2r r i   remains unchanged 
except the two distinct integers are now uniformly chosen from the range between 1 and PS.  
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Performance of JADE-vPS  
JADE-vPS is developed to handle large-scale optimization problems including power 
systems. At the same time, the algorithm is parameter-less and very user-friendly. To validate 
computational performances of the proposed algorithm, a set of selected standard test 
problems established in a special session of the 2005 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary 
Computation (CEC’05) is employed in this section. These test problems provide fair 
comparisons for real-parameter optimization [67]. Special operators and working principles 
are designed to favor the search capability to some test problems [68]. An example of these 
operators is the neighborhood competition operator in [69]. An EA with this operator often 
yields very good results in the problems the optimal solution of which lies at the center of 
origin. Moreover, in practical applications interchanging variables is generally not acceptable 
because they can be of different physical meanings. CEC’05 test problems are designed to 
offset these influences by shifting the global optimum to an arbitrary point and rotating the 
landscape of search space.  
In this section, ten functions of the CEC’05 test set as listed Table 3.1are selected to 
represent various characteristics of optimization problems including unimodal, multimodal 
and expanded functions. Here, an expanded function EF is defined by a combination of 2-D 
starting function F(x,y) as follows: 
 
1 2 1 2 2 3 1( , ,..., ) ( , ) ( , ) ... ( , )D D DEF x x x F x x F x x F x x     (3.32) 
All ten functions are used to verify the performance of JADE-vPS w/Arch and compare 
with five reference algorithms. The reference algorithms comprise:  
1. Conventional DE with the “current-to-best” mutation scheme (DE/ current-to-
best/1); 
2. Developed JADE-vPS without the solution archive (JADE-vPS w/o Arch); 
3. Original JADE with the solution archive (JADE w/Arch); 
4. Original JADE without the solution archive (JADE w/o Arch); 
5. Self-adaptive DE (SADE) [62]. 
For all algorithms and all test functions, the following parameters are used in all 
experiments: 1) the population size is set to 100; 2) the maximum number of fitness 
evaluations FE is 200000. If the population size is fixed for every generation, FE is the 
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multiplication between the population size and the maximum number of generations. The 
parameters Fi and CRi are set to 0.7 and 0.2 for all individuals in the “DE/ current-to-best/1” 
for all test functions. The problem dimension D is set to 30 for all problems. 
Table 3.1 Description of test problems 
Function Problem Range F(x*) 
Unimodal functions 
F1 Shifted Sphere Function [-100,100]
D 
-450 
F2 Shifted Schwefel’s Problem 1.2 [-100,100]D -450 
F4 
Shifted Schwefel’s Problem 1.2 with Noise 
in Fitness 
[-100,100]
D 
-450 
F5 
Schwefel’s Problem 2.6 with Global 
Optimum on Bounds 
[-100,100]
D 
-310 
Multimodal functions 
F6 Shifted Rosenbrock’s Function [-100,100]D 390 
F8 
Shifted Rotated Ackley’s Function with 
Global Optimum on Bounds 
[-32,32]
D 
-140 
F10 Shifted Rotated Rastrigin’s Function [-5,5]D -330 
F12 Schwefel’s Problem 2.13 [-,]D -460 
Expanded functions 
F13 
Expanded Extended Griewank’s plus 
Rosenbrock’s Function (F8F2) 
[-3,1]
D 
-130 
F14 Shifted Rotated Expanded Scaffer’s F6 [-100,100]D -300 
D: Problem dimension   x*: Optimal solution 
 
Evolutionary algorithms are stochastic by nature. This means that the results are, in some 
sense, random and uncertain. This randomness is due to the use of a random number 
generator as a part of most evolutionary operators. Therefore, to obtain statistically 
significant results, 25 independent trials were repeated for each test case. At every pre-
specified number of fitness evaluations, we record the absolute error defined by: 
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 ,( *) ( )g beste F F x x  (3.33) 
where x* is the known global optimum; x
g,best
 is the best solution that the algorithm has found 
so far; F is the objective function. 
Fig. 3.8 Convergence characteristics in unimodal functions  
(a) F1 (b) F2 (c) F4 (d) F5 
For each test problem and each algorithm, statistical values of the absolute error e 
consisting of average, standard deviation, best and worst results are summarized in Table 3.2 
and Table 3.3. The average of sample results is the commonly used and perhaps simplest 
measure of EA performance. It is quite evident that JADE-vPS outperforms the other 
algorithms in terms of convergence and accuracy of the final results. For unimodal problems 
as shown in Fig. 3.8, JADE-vPS w/ Arch and JADE-vPS w/o Arch show the ability to 
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enhance the search diversity (exploration) in the noisy function F4 and the problem with 
optimum on bounds F5.  
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Fig. 3.9 Convergence characteristics in multimodal functions  
(a) F6 (b) F8 (c) F10 (d) F12 
For multimodal problems, it is also interesting to see that JADE-vPS w/Arch can escape 
from the pre-mature convergence in the problem F8 as shown in Fig. 3.9(b). The function F8 
is very difficult because there are several local optimums and the global optimum lies on the 
search space bounds. Even though the original JADEs reach better results in F10, the 
differences compared to JADE-vPSs are not very significant. At the moment, the results of 
JADE-vPS are still not outstanding in expanded functions as depicted in Fig. 3.10. More 
research is required to improve the search performance.  
However, comparing the performance of EAs based on the average of result samples is in 
general insufficient. This is because a few good or bad solutions can greatly distort the 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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average value. Therefore, we apply the Mann-Whitney (or Wilcoxon) significant test [70] to 
rigorously compare the performance of EAs. The Mann-Whitney test is a non-parametric 
version of student t-test. It is more preferable than the t-test because there is no assumption of 
normality of the distribution. 
The one-tailed Mann-Whitney test with the test statistic U is used in this example. The 
null and alternative hypotheses are:  
 
0
1
: ( ) 0.5
: ( ) 0.5 (or)
       ( ) 0.5
p i
p i
p i
H P fr fr
H P fr fr
P fr fr
 
 
 
 (3.34) 
where ( )p iP fr fr  is the probability that a result of the proposed algorithm frp is less (better) 
than or equal to a result of the i
th
 reference algorithm fri. If the null hypothesis H0 is accepted, 
it means that the performance of the two algorithms is statistically similar. If H0 is rejected, 
there are two possibilities that either the proposed algorithm statistically perform better or on 
the other way round. The decision on the alternative hypothesis H1 can be made based on the 
p-values for left-tailed test and right-tailed test. The significant level  is chosen to be 0.05.  
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Fig. 3.10 Convergence characteristics in expanded functions (a) F13 (b) F14 
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Table 3.2 Statistics of final results from 25 independent trials 
Method 
Minimum Maximum 
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 
F1 1.81E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 5.68E-14 3.07E+01 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.14E-12 
F2 1.57E+03 5.68E-14 5.68E-14 5.68E-14 5.68E-14 3.18E-02 1.27E+04 1.71E-13 2.84E-13 2.84E-13 3.98E-13 8.31E+00 
F4 1.65E+03 5.89E-11 1.74E-09 1.97E-07 1.09E-06 1.01E+02 1.29E+04 2.73E-05 1.51E-05 4.89E-03 8.57E-04 4.50E+03 
F5 2.84E+03 5.35E-04 1.31E-04 1.11E-02 4.32E-02 2.66E+03 7.09E+03 3.71E+00 3.99E+00 7.55E+01 2.09E+02 7.38E+03 
F6 1.36E+04 5.68E-14 1.14E-13 5.68E-14 5.68E-14 4.73E+00 5.94E+07 1.11E+02 4.62E+02 1.25E+02 1.10E+02 1.29E+04 
F8 2.08E+01 2.00E+01 2.00E+01 2.00E+01 2.08E+01 2.08E+01 2.10E+01 2.10E+01 2.10E+01 2.11E+01 2.10E+01 2.11E+01 
F10 2.89E+01 2.19E+01 2.57E+01 2.16E+01 2.26E+01 5.57E+01 8.97E+01 6.59E+01 8.76E+01 4.32E+01 3.79E+01 1.78E+02 
F12 8.43E+03 9.95E+02 1.73E+01 8.21E+03 7.58E+03 7.27E+02 8.94E+04 2.97E+04 3.19E+04 2.52E+04 2.34E+04 1.37E+05 
F13 1.90E+00 1.69E+00 1.83E+00 1.61E+00 1.72E+00 2.74E+00 5.79E+00 2.67E+00 2.52E+00 2.15E+00 2.11E+00 7.57E+00 
F14 1.07E+01 1.16E+01 1.18E+01 1.14E+01 1.18E+01 1.18E+01 1.31E+01 1.32E+01 1.30E+01 1.28E+01 1.28E+01 1.33E+01 
 
M1: DE/ current-to-best/1   M2: JADE-vPS w/Arch   M3: JADE-vPS w/oArch    
M4: JADE-w/Arch              M5: JADE-w/o Arch       M6: SADE 
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Table 3.3 Statistics of final results from 25 independent trials (continued) 
Method 
Average Standard deviation 
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 
F1 6.67E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.16E-13 9.23E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.24E-13 
F2 5.23E+03 1.05E-13 1.07E-13 1.57E-13 1.93E-13 1.24E+00 2.51E+03 4.24E-14 5.76E-14 5.26E-14 8.37E-14 1.95E+00 
F4 5.82E+03 1.88E-06 1.15E-06 2.92E-04 1.19E-04 1.50E+03 2.70E+03 5.52E-06 3.08E-06 9.78E-04 2.14E-04 1.45E+03 
F5 4.36E+03 3.23E-01 4.09E-01 7.94E+00 2.22E+01 4.66E+03 1.08E+03 8.00E-01 9.33E-01 1.75E+01 4.78E+01 1.18E+03 
F6 7.27E+06 1.32E+01 3.37E+01 1.03E+01 9.79E+00 1.63E+03 1.41E+07 2.78E+01 9.99E+01 2.58E+01 2.71E+01 3.45E+03 
F8 2.10E+01 2.02E+01 2.04E+01 2.09E+01 2.09E+01 2.10E+01 5.30E-02 3.46E-01 4.27E-01 1.98E-01 5.99E-02 7.76E-02 
F10 5.01E+01 4.33E+01 5.28E+01 3.12E+01 3.14E+01 9.18E+01 1.60E+01 1.26E+01 1.60E+01 4.72E+00 5.08E+00 2.96E+01 
F12 3.97E+04 1.34E+04 8.01E+03 1.43E+04 1.46E+04 2.22E+04 1.93E+04 7.78E+03 6.79E+03 3.91E+03 3.93E+03 2.75E+04 
F13 3.58E+00 2.14E+00 2.15E+00 1.89E+00 1.89E+00 4.74E+00 1.02E+00 2.38E-01 1.88E-01 1.40E-01 9.91E-02 1.11E+00 
F14 1.21E+01 1.25E+01 1.24E+01 1.24E+01 1.25E+01 1.26E+01 7.33E-01 4.23E-01 3.54E-01 3.42E-01 2.30E-01 4.11E-01 
 
M1: DE/ current-to-best/1   M2: JADE-vPS w/Arch   M3: JADE-vPS w/oArch 
M4: JADE-w/Arch              M5: JADE-w/o Arch       M6: SADE 
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Table 3.4 Statistical comparisons among different algorithms 
Problem M2<M1 M2<M3 M2<M4 M2<M5 M2<M6 
F1 / = = = / 
F2 / x / / / 
F4 / / / / / 
F5 / x / / / 
F6 / x / x / 
F8 / x / / / 
F10 = / x x / 
F12 / x = = = 
F13 / = x x / 
F14 = = = = = 
M1: DE/ current-to-best/1   M2: JADE-vPS w/Arch   M3: JADE-vPS w/oArch    
M4: JADE-w/Arch              M5: JADE-w/o Arch       M6: SADE 
 
/ : M2 performs statistically better than the corresponding algorithm. 
x: The corresponding algorithm is statistically better than M2. 
=: There is no statistical difference between the two algorithms. 
Table 3.4 gives statistical comparisons based on empirical experiments between JADE-vPS 
(M2) and the five reference algorithms at =0.05. The first column compares the performance 
of M1 and M2. It is obvious that M2 performs better than M1 in most of the problems. In the 
second column, M2 does not show significant superiority to M3. Note that the difference 
between the two algorithms is the solution archive. Therefore, one may conclude that the 
archive of local best solutions is not helpful in obtaining the better solutions. Comparing M2 
and M4 where the only difference is the adaptation of population size, M2 outperforms M4 in 
a number of problems especially in unimodal functions. The similar observation can be made 
in the case between M2 and M5. Therefore, it can conclude that the proposed scheme for 
population size adaptation can help improve the search performance. The last column exhibits 
the superior search capability of the proposed M2 to an adaptive DE variant M6 in most of the 
test problems.  
3.4.3 Constraint handling 
The success of EA in solving a complex optimization problem greatly depends on the ability 
to treat both equality and inequality constraints. Therefore, one of the major components for 
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any EA applied to a constrained optimization problem is the fitness function. Fitness functions 
are used to assign a qualitative measure to individuals in the population. To properly handle 
constraints in an EA, the fitness function should be carefully designed such that it can help 
guide the evolutionary process to the promising and feasible search space. The issue of how to 
deal with infeasible individuals in the EC paradigm is quite complicated and still far from 
trivial. There are a number of researchers in the evolutionary computation community 
devoting to this area. This section briefly discusses classification of constraint handling 
techniques in nonlinear programming problems. The penalization scheme commonly used in 
many EA applications is further elaborated.  
A general nonlinear programming problem is to find the decision variable x in the D-
dimensional real space so as to:  
 
1 2minimize ( ) , ( , ,..., )
D
nf x x x R x x  (3.35) 
 subject to 
( ) 0 , 1,2,...,
( ) 0 , 1, 2,...,
i
j
g i q
h j q q q m
 
    
x
x
 (3.36) 
where q and m are the number of inequality and equality constraints, respectively. A condition 
of optimality is  x  where is a feasible part of the search space nR . The search 
space in each dimension is normally bounded as:  
 
,min ,max  , 1,2,...,i i ix x x i D    (3.37) 
An inequality constraint is called an active constraint if ( ) 0ig x . Thereby, all equality 
constraints are active constraints. In general, an EA recognizes feasibility of an individual 
only when the value of constraint function is negative. Therefore, equality constraints should 
be transformed to inequality ones by introducing the tolerance value  as follows:  
 ( ) 0jh  x . (3.38) 
The major issue in constraint handling techniques is how to handle infeasible individuals 
properly. According to [71], those methods can be categorized as follows: 
a) Rejection strategy 
The infeasible individuals are discarded from the population. This method has serious 
limitations if the ratio between the sizes of  and  is small and the initial population 
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consists of only infeasible solutions. Comprehensive research has revealed that 
infeasible solutions are not always undesirable. They provide useful information and 
should not be simply discarded from the population.  
b) Repair strategy 
A problem-dependent mechanism can be used to repair an infeasible solution and 
transform it to a feasible one. This strategy can help the optimization algorithm solve 
the problem in a reasonable time and sometimes even provide a better result. In this 
framework, constraint satisfaction methods [72] can be incorporated in a normal EA 
routine. However, no definitive conclusion can be made so far and it is still an open-
end question requiring further research.  
c) Multi-objective optimization strategy 
An alternative constraint handling method is to formulate a multi-objective 
optimization problem with the objectives consisting of the original objective function f 
and constraint violation measures gj. Any EA for multi-objective optimization can be 
used in the context of constrained optimization.  
d) Penalizing strategy 
As discussed earlier that the rejection strategy may give very harmful effects to the 
search process and a special operator in the repair strategy may be not simply 
developed and generally problem dependent, the most common method to treat 
infeasible individuals in EAs is the penalizing scheme. A suitable model and 
parameters of fitness function can influence the solution quality. Reviews on essential 
backgrounds and the penalty methods used in this thesis are summarized in the 
following subsection.  
3.4.3.1. Penalty functions 
A penalty function transforms a constrained optimization problem to an unconstrained one by 
one of the two ways. First, it is called the additive form as follows [73]: 
 ( ) if  is feasible
( )
( ) ( ) otherwise
f
eval
f p

 

x x
x
x x
 (3.39) 
where p(x) represents the penalty term for an individual x. If there is no violation, p(x) is zero 
and a positive value otherwise. The overall EA objective function becomes ( )eval x . The 
second method is the multiplicative form as:  
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 ( ) if  is feasible
( )
( ) ( ) otherwise
f
eval
f p

 

x x
x
x x
 (3.40) 
If there is no violation, p(x) is one and a positive value otherwise. In most EAs, the additive 
form is more popular than the multiplicative one.  
Static penalties 
In static penalty methods, penalty parameters are independent of the generation number. An 
example of these methods is proposed in [74]. In this approach, the users can describe 
different levels of violation and thereby assign different penalty coefficients of each 
constraint. The fitness evaluation function can be described by:  
 
1
( ) ( ) max[0, ( )]
q m
ij j
j
eval f R g 


 x x x  (3.41) 
where Rij indicates the penalty coefficient of the constraint j at the violation level i;  is the 
order of penalty term usually set to 1 or 2. Equality constraints are transformed to inequality 
ones by (3.38). The evident disadvantage of this method is the large number of parameters 
that must be set by the user. For example, if there are 5 constraints and 4 levels of violation, 
there are 45 parameters to be set. It was demonstrated in [75] also that the solution quality is 
very sensitive to the value of these parameters.  
Adaptive penalties 
To eliminate the parameter tuning process, the self-learning penalty function proposed in [76] 
is applied in this thesis. The elegant feature of this technique is that it is parameter-less and 
capable of adjusting the penalized fitness function at different stages of the search process. 
The fitness evaluation function is computed by:  
 ( ) ( ) ( )eval d p x x x  (3.42) 
where d(x) and p(x) represents the distance term and the penalty term of an individual x, 
respectively. The distance value can be determined by: 
 
2 2
( ) if 0   
( )
( ) ( ) otherwise
fv r
d
f v
 
 
 
x
x
x x
 (3.43) 
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where rf is the ratio of the feasible individuals in the population. The normalized objective 
value of a vector x is computed by:  
 min
max min
( )
( )
f f
f
f f

 

x
x  (3.44) 
where f(x) is the corresponding objective value of the given vector x; f
min 
and f
max
 are 
minimum and maximum objective values for all individuals in the population. Based on the 
definition in (3.36), the total constraint violation for each individual x is determined by:  
 
1
( ) max(0, ( ))
q m
i
i
v g


x x  (3.45) 
Note that all equality constraints are transformed to ineqaultiy ones by using (3.38). The total 
constraint violation is normalized within [0,1] by 
 min
max min
( )
( )
v v
v
v v

 

x
x  (3.46) 
where v
min 
and v
max
 are minimum and maximum of the total constraint violation for all 
individuals in the population. 
The penalty term ( )p x  is set up to ensure that an infeasible individual will receive the 
appropriate fitness value at different stages of the search process in terms of the feasibility and 
objective value. For example, when the population lacks feasible individuals, infeasible 
individuals with lower constraint violations should receive relatively less penalty irrespective 
to the objective value. On the other hand when there are reasonable feasible individuals, 
infeasible individuals with lower objective value are assigned lower penalty. This idea can be 
mathematically expressed by:  
 ( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )f fp r X r Y  x x x  (3.47) 
where  
 0  if 0   
( )
( ) otherwise
fr
X
v

 

x
x
 (3.48) 
 0 if  is feasible  
( )
( )  if  is infeasible
Y
f

 

x
x
x x
 (3.49) 
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3.5 Summary 
Advanced developments in computation intelligence (CI) over the past few decades have 
enhanced solving many complex problems more conveniently and more effectively than 
before. This chapter presents CI tools and relevant techniques that have been developed and 
applied in this thesis. Pre-processing is an important process that can have significant effect in 
the generalization performance. After normalizing the raw input data to a certain range, 
dimensionality reduction schemes can be applied to transform the original and perhaps large 
inputs to the new and more meaningful ones. Feature selection and feature extraction are 
major members of this paradigm.  
Neural network (NN) is a powerful tool which maps the set of input features into the 
considered outputs. Once properly trained, NN may perform the designated task closely to the 
actual system.  
Evolutionary computation is the primary concentration of this chapter. Three evolutionary 
algorithms; genetic algorithm, ant colony optimization and differential evolution have been 
applied as the optimization tool in various problems in this thesis. A new DE variant called 
JADE-vPS is developed and extensively addressed in this chapter. Various test problems for 
unconstrained optimization are used to verify the performance of the algorithm. The 
investigation based on non-parametric statistical test reveals that the JADE-vPS performs 
better than the other versions of DE. The convergence of the new algorithm is also improved. 
Apart from the improvement in search capabilities, the proposed algorithm is parameter-less. 
Therefore, it eliminates the need for parameter tuning. 
Finally, theoretical backgrounds of constraint handling are reviewed. Different categories 
of constraint handling methods are presented. 
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Chapter 4 
Estimation of voltage stability margin 
4.1 Introduction  
Power systems in many parts of the world have been operated closer to technical limits than 
before majorly due to restrictions in generation and transmission grid expansions. It is 
therefore desirable to optimally utilize the existing network without jeopardizing the system 
security. An online tool for estimating the proximity to various stability limits under normal 
and contingency conditions is one of the important components of dynamic security 
assessment (DSA) software. For voltage stability, several techniques as per discussed in 
Chapter 2 have been used to analyze voltage stability margin (VSM) of power systems. 
Among those approaches, the maximum loadability margin (MLM) is the most popular 
index. MLM is defined by the distance in terms of power from the current operating 
condition to the voltage collapse point. Continuation power flow is the common method to 
determine MLM. However, CPF has two distinct drawbacks namely the high computational 
burden and the information of load increase directions. The first issue is principally because 
multiple power flow calculations are required during the continuation process. Secondly, the 
direction of load increase and generation increases is not readily available on the real-time 
basis.  
To overcome the aforementioned difficulties, several techniques have been introduced for 
fast and accurate estimation of the system stability margin. Neural network (NN) as presented 
in section 3.3 is one of powerful nonlinear mapping tools. One of pioneering attempts NN for 
dynamic security assessment was presented in [77]. In online stability assessment, NN has 
been successfully applied to transient stability [78, 79], small signal stability [80] and voltage 
stability [81-93].  
This chapter presents major steps for implementing a NN-based MLM estimator. An 
offline training session can be set up to determine appropriate weighs in each layer of NN. A 
number of the selected input features and the corresponding target(s) are essential for training 
a NN. Operational data and several network calculations are maintained in energy 
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management system and available in real practice. For research purposes, a similar group of 
data can be also simulated. Few methods were applied and developed in this thesis to 
generate databases for developing MLM estimators.  
The remaining of this chapter is organized as followings. Section 4.2 discusses all relevant 
aspects for developing a neural network to estimate the stability margin. The method for 
estimating voltage stability margin of the power system by sensitivity analysis is presented in 
Section 4.3. Simulation results of the two methods of estimation are discussed in Section 4.4. 
Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 4.5. 
4.2 Neural network approach  
4.2.1 General concepts 
A stability index including voltage stability is a highly nonlinear function of the system 
operating condition defined by the vector of system variables x before the disturbance occurs. 
In most cases, the mapping function f(x) cannot be analytically expressed because power 
system models usually involves a large number of coupled nonlinear differential and 
algebraic equations as discussed in Chapter 2. Therefore, machine learning techniques can 
play a significant role in approximating the stability index. In this thesis, the focus is given on 
neural networks applied to estimate VSM. Such a problem can be described as follows.  
An operating condition of a power system can be characterized by different combinations 
of power system variables. Pre-selection based on engineering judgment is a very important 
process in order to select the variables relevant to the problem at hand. The size of input 
vector can be reduced by a dimensionality reduction technique as discussed in Chapter 3. 
Then, continuation power flow or any other analysis method which were presented in Chapter 
2 can be used to determine the stability index corresponding to the given operating point.  
The entire database is divided into two data sets. The first set is to train the estimating 
function ˆ ( )f x  while the second set is to validate the estimated function. The term 
“generalization” refers to the ability of the developed NN in predicting the corresponding 
target of an unforeseen input pattern accurately. The training session is accepted if the pre-
defined performance measure is within a tolerable range. Otherwise, some actions have to be 
done such as changing training algorithms and/or network configurations, or using different 
input features. However, setting the appropriate threshold level for performance measures can 
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play a significant role in the system performance and practically requires in-depth expertise 
of that particular technical field.  
4.2.2 Performance metrics 
After implementing a computational intelligence (CI) system, such as a neural network, one 
of the important concerns is how well the CI system performs.  A performance metric is a 
general term to measure between the activities of an engineering system and the performance. 
There are general issues in determining the performance of CI implementation. For NNs, 
these issues may include specifying the size and the number of iterations of the training 
dataset. Also, selection of the training and testing datasets may also influence the network 
performance. In this section, some of those crucial issues in NN implementations are 
discussed. Comprehensive presentation of this topic can be found in Chapter 10 of [45].  
4.2.2.1. Selecting standard measures 
The objective of the back-propagation algorithm is to adapt the network weights so as to 
minimize the average sum-square error defined as: 
 
 
2
1 1
ˆ0.5
qm
t kj kj
k j
e y y
 
   (4.1) 
where m is the number of patterns; q is the number of neurons in the output layer; ykj is the 
target output j for the pattern k that NN is supposed to accurately predict and ˆkjy is the result 
that NN actually gives for the corresponding ykj. Even though the total error is a part of a 
back-propagation algorithm, it has very little physical meaning. To better understand a 
system’s performance, it is desired to have a measure at a more intuitive level. An example of 
those measures is the root mean square error defined by: 
 
 
2
1 1
1
ˆ
qm
rms kj kj
k j
e y y
mq  
   (4.2) 
For a classification problem, the performance measure is quite straightforward because we 
only need to show disagreement between a pattern’s actual class and the obtained result. A 
problem of two-group classification of power system security is taken as an example here. 
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Three measures can be used to assess the performance of the implemented security classifier 
namely; success rate SR, false alarm rate FAR and missed alarm rate MAR defined as follows 
[94]:  
 No. of operating states correctly classified
Total no. of operating states
SR   (4.3) 
 No.of SOSs classifed as ISOSs
No. of SOSs 
FAR   (4.4) 
 No.of ISOSs classifed as SOSs
No. of ISOSs 
MAR   (4.5) 
where SOS stands for a secure operating state and ISOS stands for an insecure operating 
state.  
4.2.2.2. Partitioning the patterns  
Testing a developed NN with the same input patterns as the network is generally not 
accepted. A portion of patterns is often reserved using random selection for testing. It is 
frequently a good idea to rotate the training and testing cases through all available data. This 
is intentionally to examine the generalization performance of the implemented network. 
When training a NN by back-propagation algorithms, one of the important concerns is the 
number of patterns for each classification and the numerical distribution of patterns. To our 
knowledge, there are still no empirical rules for allocating training patterns. Some ideas have 
been discussed in CI research communities. For a classification problem, some people believe 
that the same number of patterns should be used for each classification. To some other 
people, this idea is counter-intuitive. They believe that the numerical distribution of patterns 
should reflect the probability distribution of the class. This means, for example, that if a class 
appears 20% of the time. Then, 20% of the training cases should contain this class. From the 
author’s experience, this issue is very crucial in a classification task.  
4.2.2.3. Cross validation 
Cross validation is a technique to estimate how well a predictive model such as NN will 
perform with an unforeseen dataset. The key objective of cross validation is to prevent the 
network from over fittings to the training patterns. The common procedures for cross 
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validation starts from portioning the training set into S distinct segments. Then, the data from 
S-1 remaining segments is used to train the network. The trained network is test using the 
remaining segment and the error function is evaluated. The process is repeated for all 
possible S combinations of the segment. The test errors are averaged over all S results. The 
disadvantage of this method is clearly the large amount of computing time because of 
repetitive trainings. Cross validation can be alternatively used in early stopping which is a 
form of network regularization. After each sweep of the new training set, the network 
performance is evaluated with the validation dataset. When the performance stops improving, 
the training halts. In other words, the validation dataset is used to decide when to stop the 
training. This simple method is very common to NN implementations and often produces 
good generalization.  
4.2.3 Database generation 
To train a machine learning method for approximating the stability index, a large number of 
input patterns (in this case operating states) are required. Historical data and results of 
unusual operating cases are used for training. However, the available data are usually 
inadequate for this application. Thus, some methodologies have been developed to simulate a 
number of operating states. Monte Carlo simulation is a technique to obtain statistical 
parameters of historical power system behaviors. Based on these parameters, new operating 
states resembling these statistical characteristics can be generated. This method is very 
technically attractive because it gives very realistic operating states. However, an initial set of 
historical operating states are still required in Monte Carlo simulations. In academic research 
communities, it is quite hard for us to obtain this actual data. Therefore, some techniques 
have been applied to generate a database of operating states based on pre-specified and 
assumed statistical characteristics. In this section, an example of traditional method used in 
literatures is reviewed. Afterwards, a new method developed in this thesis will be discussed.  
4.2.3.1. Traditional methods  
A simple idea to simulate a database of operating states is to introduce random perturbation 
to a base-operating state. Most of the works in literature assumed that there is no correlation 
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among load demands at different locations. For an operating state k, an example of such 
methods can be described as follows:  
 
0 0( ) ( ) 2(0.5 ( ))
i i i i i
d d pd d dP k P L k k P P      (4.6) 
 
0 0( ) ( ) 2(0.5 ( ))
i i i i i
d d qd d dQ k Q L k k Q Q      (4.7) 
where )(kPid  and )(kQ
i
d are real and reactive power demands at the bus i, respectively;
i
dP 0  and 
i
dQ 0 are base-case real and reactive power demands at the bus i, respectively; )(kL  is a 
random change of the base-case power demand (i.e. varied between 0.8 and 1.3); idP  and 
i
dQ  are maximum allowable change of active and reactive power at the bus i, respectively; 
( )ipd k  and ( )
i
qd k  are uniformly uncorrelated random numbers in the range [0,1] for active 
and reactive power perturbation at the bus i, respectively. The idea of the two above formulas 
is to randomly perturb the base-case demand by either reducing (L <0) or increasing (L 
>0) the demand level. Then, the last term of (4.6) and (4.7) levitates the power demand level 
if  ( )ipd k  and ( )
i
qd k are greater than 0.5. Otherwise, the power demand level will be reduced.  
Similarly, the active power generation and the generator voltage set point at a given 
generator bus i for an operating state k can be randomly generated around the base case as 
follows:  
 
0 0( ) ( ) 2(0.5 ( ))
i i i i i
g g pg g gP k P P k k P P      (4.8) 
 
0 0( ) ( ) 2(0.5 ( ))
i i i i i
g g ug g gU k U U k k U U      (4.9) 
where 0
i
gP  and 0
i
gU  are base-case active power generation and voltage set point at the 
generator bus i, respectively;  ( )P k  and ( )U k  are random changes of the base-case active 
power generation and voltage set point; ( )ipg k  and ( )
i
ug k  are uniformly uncorrelated random 
numbers in the range [0,1] for active power generation and voltage set point at the bus i, 
respectively; igP  and 
i
gU  are maximum allowable change of active power generation and 
voltage set point at the bus i, respectively 
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4.2.3.2. The proposed method  
The tradition method recently discussed generates a new operating state by introducing small 
and random perturbation to the base operating state. This method has two major 
shortcomings. First, the power demand at all bus locations of a new sample is uncorrelated. 
Second, variation of control parameters, such as generator reactive power outputs, 
transformer tap positions, settings of compensating devices is not taken into consideration. 
Therefore, the operating states in the dataset produced by the method may be clogged around 
the base-condition. The machine learning trained by this dataset may perform very well but 
only within the vicinity of that operating point.  
In this thesis, we developed a new dataset generation method that spans over the entire 
daily operation and incorporates various operational aspects. Active and reactive power 
demands are considered to be statistically correlated. Multivariate statistics is used to model 
this relation. Moreover, the system parameters associated with reactive power control are 
defined by the uniform distribution within the corresponding ranges.  
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Fig. 4.1 Daily active (a) and reactive (b) power demand profiles  
with probable operating regions 
To define several operating points of a power system, a daily load profile with forecast 
error is considered. The forecast error is assumed to be linearly increasing from 2% to 5% 
from the beginning toward the end of the day. This is due to the cumulative forecast error 
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from the preceding time steps. The nominal load profile with upper and lower bands of 
forecast error define the probable operating region in the daily operation as shown in Fig. 4.1. 
The red bold line is the nominal profile while the dotted upper and lower lines correspond to 
maximum and minimum boundaries, respectively. The total demand variation at every time 
step t is modeled by a multivariate normal distribution function. There are two major inputs 
for this distribution function namely the mean values of random variables and the covariance 
matrix.  
For predictive purposes, statistical properties of a complex system can be derived from 
analyses of the observed or measured data. Unfortunately, the data is neither always available 
nor complete. One of the solutions to this problem is to randomly create a valid correlation 
matrix defined in terms of the physical units of the problem under investigation (in our case 
MW and MVar). 
In multivariate statistics, a correlation matrix is valid only if it is a symmetric positive-
semidefinite matrix whose (i,j) element is the correlation coefficient between any two random 
variables. In this thesis, we have used the technique in [95] to compute the correlation matrix 
nearest to validity. The valid correlation matrix is then converted to the covariance matrix  
based on an additional input vector containing expected standard deviation of independent 
variables [96].  
A two-step method is developed in this thesis in order to construct a large number of 
operating conditions. To better illustrate the ideas, the load profiles shown in Fig. 4.1 are 
taken as the example.  
The sampling time used in this study is 15 minutes. Therefore, there are 96 time steps for a 
day. Note that at the beginning we have only forecast active PFj and reactive QFj power 
demands at each time step j. The new matrix of n-sample XS can be drawn from a 
multivariate normal population of p dimension according to:  
 ~ ( , ) ; {1,2,...,96}p j jN j XS μ Σ  (4.10) 
where j is the vector of mean values given by ,j jPF QF   μ  (p=2) and j is the 
covariance matrix with 22 dimension at the time step j. Let suppose if this process is 
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repeated three times, it is possible to generate n= 288 (963) samples of the total active and 
reactive power demand.  
Denote ,i i iPT QT   XS  the i
th
 row vector of the n-sample matrix where PTi and QTi are 
the total active and reactive power demand of the operating point i, respectively. Then, the 
second step will allocate PTi and QTi to all the load (PQ) buses by using a random 
distribution with a multivariate probability density function.  
The dimension of random variables p is now equal to the number of load buses denoted by 
m. A two step transformation technique is used to simulate dependent random variables. First, 
random vectors are randomly chosen from multivariate normal distribution according to 
(4.10) with a zero-mean vector and a random covariance matrix. Each independent variable is 
assumed to have random variation between -1 to 1. The valid covariance matrix is computed 
as discussed earlier. Observe that most of samples drawn from a normal distribution lie 
within ±3 where  is the standard deviation. In the second step of the transformation, the 
cumulative normal distribution function (CDF) is applied to XS with the parameters including 
mean of zero and standard deviation of one as follows: 
 ( ,0,1)CDFXK Xs  (4.11) 
where XK is a nm matrix whose elements randomly lie in [0,1]. Since our target is to find 
the vector of random distribution factors, therefore it is desirable to calculate such a vector 
the element of which is in [0,1]. The sum of all elements should also be exactly one. Then, 
each row i of XK denoted by XKi is normalized according to:  
 
,1
m
i i i jj
XK

  XK XK  (4.12) 
where XK is the normalized matrix of XK such that 
,1
1 ;  
m
i jj
XK i

    and 
, 0 ;  and i jXK i j    . Given the distribution vector, the load demand at bus j of operating 
condition (pattern) i can be determined from: 
 
, ,i j i i jPD PT XK   (4.13) 
 
, ,i j i i jQD QT XK   (4.14) 
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To visualize the simulated correlation of power demand among load buses, few scatter 
plots of active power demand PD of two buses at different correlation coefficients R are 
shown in Fig. 4.2. Linear regression is shown as a red line in each sub figure. It can be 
observed from Fig. 4.2 (a) and (b) that PD at bus 5 has positive correlation with PD at bus 15 
while negative correlation exists between PD at buses 5 and 12. There is relatively less 
correlation in case of Fig. 4.2 (c) and (d).  
Beside power demand adjustments discussed above, random changes of reactive power 
control variables are also considered in this study. This variation is included in the dataset 
generation method because of two reasons. Firstly, these control variables are continuously 
varied in practical operating situations. Secondly, the developed NN will be used to 
approximate VSM in an optimal power flow (OPF) model which will be presented in Chapter 
6. The decision variables of that OPF are varied during the ACO course of optimization. 
Therefore, the knowledge of such variations should be inherited in the dataset. 
Shunt capacitors and transformer tap positions are of discrete characteristics. The two 
variables are assumed to be of uniform distribution. Therefore, a discrete variable j for an 
operating state i can be generated according to: 
 
, ,min ,max ,min(( ) )i j j j jXD XD round XD XD rand     (4.15) 
where ,minjXD  and ,maxjXD  are minimum and maximum boundaries of the discrete variable j, 
respectively; rand is a uniform random variable in [0,1] and the function round(·) is used to 
round to the nearest integer. 
Generator reactive power and shunt compensating devices are modeled as continuous 
variables. Therefore, a variable j of an operating state i is given by: 
 
, ,min ,max ,min( )i j j j jXC XC XC XC rand     (4.16) 
where ,minjXC  and ,maxjXC  are minimum and maximum boundaries of the continuous 
variable j, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.2 Correlation of load demands 
For all defined operating conditions, power flow is solved to ensure that it is a feasible 
one. The unsolvable power flow cases are simply rejected. Voltage stability of a power 
system can be expressed by an index as discussed in Chapter 2. In this chapter, the system 
loadability margin  is the chosen stability index. 
4.3 Sensitivity approach  
The objective of this section is to discuss another alternative approach beside NN to estimate 
VSM. In voltage stability analysis, it is generally not adequate to merely obtain the critical 
point. It is also important to know how the change of system conditions will influence such a 
critical point. Sensitivity analysis is a key instrument to obtain the information about how 
different system parameters affect the stability index. However, this sensitivity information is 
valid only in the vicinity of the point of linearization. To correctly analyze the system 
sensitivity, the system equations should be linearized.  
Recalled the system DAE model introduced in Chapter 2, it can be parameterized by the 
scalar  and the vector of parameters p as follows:  
 ( ( ( ), ), ( ( ), ), ( ), )
0 ( ( ( ), ), ( ( ), ), ( ), )
f
g
  
  


x x p p y p p p p
x p p y p p p p
 (4.17) 
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At the voltage collapse (saddle node bifurcation) point which is also an equilibrium point, 
the partial derivatives with respect to the parameter vector p of the above two equations can 
be shown as: 
 
0
x y p
x y p
x x
f f ffp p
g g ggy y p
p p



 


   
                 
            sysA
 (4.18) 
Multiply (4.18) by the left eigenvector  ,T Tf gv v  corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of 
Asys. The first term of (4.18) vanishes and becomes:  
 
   , , 0pT T T Tf g f g
p
ff
v v v v
gg p


    
   
   
 (4.19) 
Therefore, the sensitivity of  with respect to parameter changes is:  
 
 
 
,
,
pT T
f g
p
T T
f g
f
v v
g
fp
v v
g



 
  
  
  
 
 
 (4.20) 
To compute the above sensitivity, it is necessary to determine matrices of partial 
derivatives fp, gp and f, g. Given the loading scenario given by (2.4) and the generation 
scenario in (2.5), the load parameterization equations can be written in vector notation as 
follows:  
 ( )  0s s k  (4.21) 
where s(), s0 and k are defined by:  
 
, ,
0, 0,
, ,
( ) [... ( ) ... ( )]
   [...  ... ]
     [...  ... ]
T
D i D i
T
D i D i
T
P i Q i
P Q
P Q
k k
  


0
s
s
k
 (4.22) 
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Using the above notations and the chain rule, the partial derivatives f, g can be written as:  
 
s
s
f f
g g


   
   
   
k  (4.23) 
As discussed in chapter static voltage stability analysis involves only algebraic equations 
of the DAE model. Therefore, the sensitivity formula in (4.20) can be rewritten as:  
 T
g p
T
g s
v g
p v g
 

 k
 (4.24) 
Various sensitivity matrices fp, gp with respect to parameter changes such as network 
admittance, governor, exciter and loading pattern are summarized in [1]. The sensitivities 
with respect to base case active and reactive power demands can be respectively shown as:  
 
,
0,
,
0,
(1 )
(1 )
i
P i
D i
i
Q i
D i
P
k
P
Q
k
Q



  

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  

 (4.25) 
In modern power system operation, coordinated controls are often used to yield better 
performance index. Notice that the sensitivity in (4.24) is a first-order estimation. Therefore, 
it can be linearly superimposed when k parameters are varied. Therefore, the stability margin 
variation can be found from:  
 
1 2
1 2
... k
k
p p p
p p p
  

  
       
  
 (4.26) 
4.4 Simulation results  
The IEEE 30 bus is the test system for all simulations presented in this chapter. There are 6 
generation buses, 21 load buses, 4 transformers and 41 transmission lines in this test system. 
Shunt reactive power elements are connected to buses 15,16,17,18,20,22,23,25 and 30. The 
test system, parameters and initial bus data are given in [97]. The generator reactive power 
limits are listed in Table 4.1 whereby the limits of shunt reactive power sources are given in 
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Table 4.2. The single line diagram is shown in Fig. 4.3. The PSAT software package [98] is 
used for all power system simulations in this chapter. MATLAB neural network toolbox is 
applied for the neural network VSM estimation.  
Table 4.1 Generator reactive power limits 
Generator reactive power limit (p.u.) 
Bus no. 2 5 8 11 13 
min
Giq  -0.4 -0.4 -0.1 -0.06 -0.06 
max
Giq  0.5 0.4 0.4 0.24 0.24 
 
Table 4.2 Shunt reactive power source limits 
Reactive power source limits (p.u.) 
Bus no. 22 15 16 17 18 20 23 25 30 
min
iq  -0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
max
iq  0 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.25 0.2 
4.4.1 Neural network approach  
There are various types of neural networks appropriate for different applications. Among 
them, feed-forward neural network (FFNN) is a very suitable tool for function approximation 
problems. FFNN learns and gains the knowledge through the training session. Back 
propagation is a method to teach the FFNN to perform a given task. The weights are adjusted 
over iterations until the minimum error is obtained. A three-layer FFNN is developed for 
VSM estimation in this example. The augmented vector of input features and the 
corresponding target value for an operating point (pattern) i is shown as: 
 
1, 2, , 1, 2, ,, ,..., , , ,..., ,  , 1,2,...,i i i nl i i i nb i isf sf sf u u u i n    x  (4.27) 
where sfk,i is the MVA power flow over line k for pattern i;  uj,i is the voltage at bus j for 
pattern i; nl is the number of lines; nb is the total number of buses excluding the slack ;i is 
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the VSM of pattern i and the target of FFNN estimation and n is the total number of input 
patterns. This is a convenient and reasonable choice of system variables for VSM 
approximation because bus voltage magnitude can reasonably describe the influences of 
changing power demand levels and variation of control variable settings. Line flow is also a 
nonlinear function of bus voltages and line admittances. Therefore, this quantity should be 
able to reflect network topological changes. 
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Fig. 4.3 Single line diagram of IEEE 30-bus test system 
Principal component analysis is applied to extract the useful input features and improve 
the learning capability of FFNN. The size of the original feature according to (4.27) is 70 
(41+29). The features whose contribution to the total variation (represented by eigenvalues) 
is less than 0.001 are removed. At the end of this process, the number of transformed features 
is 29. The number of hidden neurons is set to 20. The training session uses 15,000 operating 
conditions generated offline based on the procedures discussed in section 4.2.3.2.  
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Fig. 4.4 Statistics of FFNN testing (a) histogram of 5000 testing conditions  
(b) cumulative probability distribution of estimation error 
After the proper training, VSMs of new 5000 operating conditionswhich have never been 
presented during the training phase were estimated by the FFNN. The estimation error is 
defined by the percentage of absolute difference between estimated and actual values relative 
to the actual one. Histogram showing the distribution of estimation error is shown in Fig. 
4.4(a). Mean and standard deviation of estimation errors are computed. Vertical two lines in 
Fig. 4.4(a) indicate the mean and three times the standard deviation (3) based on the 5000 
testing samples. If estimation errors are assumed to be normally distributed, the latter 
quantity can be set as the threshold value for an outlier analysis. A sample with an estimation 
error greater than 3 is labeled an outlier.  
From the statistical analysis, the average error is 3.72%., the standard deviation is 3.07% 
and the maximum error is 34.02%. According to the criterion for an outlier discussed above, 
there are 59 outliers accounting for 1.18% (59/5000) of the entire sample group. The 
cumulative probability distribution function (CPDF) of estimation errors is plotted as shown 
in Fig. 4.4(b). It can be observed that accurate results can be obtained with reasonably high 
probability. For example, the probability of estimation error of FFNN is less than or equal to 
5% is 0.7171. The large estimation errors may result from very versatile operating conditions 
for the traning set.  
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An additional test for VSM estimation by FFNN has been also carried out. This experiment 
aims at verifying if the developed FFNN still performs well under the condition of fixed 
power demand level but varying control variable settings. This is precisely the condition that 
FFNN will have to perform when incorporated in the ACO process. An hourly demand 
profile for a day was randomly generated. The demand and generation profiles at each hour 
are fixed. At every time step, 100 different samples are generated based on the rule that only 
control variables are allowed to be changed within the respective limits. The corresponding 
VSM is calculated for each operating conditions. Estimation errors as defined earlier are 
calculated and box and whisker plots at each hour are shown in Fig. 4.5. For each plot, the 
box has lines at lower quartile, median and upper quartile. The extreme values are extended 
by the whiskers within the range of 1.5 times of the interquartile range. The values beyond 
this range are considered outliers. It is shown that the median of errors throughout the day is 
less than 8%. Although there are outliers at each hour, the number of those points is relatively 
small.  
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Fig. 4.5 Box-plot of testing for variation of control settings 
4.4.2 Sensitivity approach 
The sensitivity approach was used to approximate VSM in an optimization task for under-
voltage load shedding which was developed in this thesis (see Chapter 6 for more details). 
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The new value of VSM denoted by  is determined by adding the influence of parameter 
changes to the old value of VSM given by 0 according to:  
 
0
1 1
N N
di di
i idi di
p q
p q
 
 
 
 
    
 
   (4.28) 
where 
dip


 and 
diq


 are sensitivities of VSM with respect to the active and reactive load 
shedding at bus i, respectively (calculated by (4.24)); dip  and diq  are the total amount of 
active and reactive power curtailed at bus i.  
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Fig. 4.6 Sensitivity of load buses 
As mentioned earlier that the IEEE 30-bus test system has 21 load buses, the two 
aforementioned sensitivities calculated at each load bus calculated at an operating point close 
to the voltage collapse (saddle node bifurcation) point are depicted as in Fig. 4.6. It is obvious 
that buses with relatively high sensitivity are effective in enhancing voltage stability of the 
power system. Therefore, five buses with the highest sensitivities (load buses number 17-21 
corresponding to buses 23, 24,26,29 and 30, respectively) should be considered for the load 
shedding program. Pre-screening load buses is very advantageous because in operational 
viewpoints load reduction at these effective buses will better improve the stability margin. 
From the computational viewpoint, this process can reduce the number of decision variables 
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of the load shedding problem. Two examples showing the results of VSM approximation are 
extracted from that work and presented in this chapter. 
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Fig. 4.7 VSM versus load shedding 
It is observed from Fig. 4.6 that the last three load buses (numbers 19-21) representing 
buses 26, 29 and 30, respectively have relatively the greatest sensitivities. The major reason 
for these critical locations is that these buses are geographically located far from the 
generating units and lacks of reactive power supports. If the loads at these locations are shed, 
the power transfer margin will consequently be increased. The stability margin increases 
almost linearly in the operating region close to the base condition as shown in Fig. 4.7. 
However, when more loads are shed, the margin deviates from the linear relationship and 
show more nonlinearity. The linear estimate becomes more erroneous in this situation. The 
accuracy of estimation could be improved by regularly updating the sensitivity values. 
The second example simulates the situation in which the sensitivity method is embedded 
in optimization of the load shedding problem. The amount of load shed at buses 23, 24,26,29 
and 30 is randomly chosen between minimum and maximum allowable limits pdi,min and 
pdi,max as shown in Table 6.11 of Chapter 6, respectively. The estimated and actual values of 
VSM are plotted in Fig. 4.8(a) whereby the corresponding estimation errors are given in Fig. 
4.8(b). It is revealed that the sensitivity method is capable of giving the accurate estimate of 
VSM which is one of the important constraints of the optimal load shedding problem. 
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Fig. 4.8 Testing of VSM estimation by sensitivity method 
4.5 Summary 
This chapter presents two techniques to estimate voltage stability margin (VSM) of the power 
system namely the neural network approach and the sensitivity approach. A new method for 
generating realistic operating conditions is proposed. Correlation of the power demand 
among different locations is modeled by the multivariate normal distribution. Control 
variables in the power system are assumed to statistically independent and modeled by the 
uniform distribution within their respective operating limits. In the first method, a feed-
forward neural network was developed to learn the relationship between the selected set of 
input features and the corresponding VSM calculated by the continuation power flow (CPF) 
offline. The influence of changes in control parameters to VSM can be approximated by the 
sensitivity formula as shown in the second approach. Accurate estimation of VSM has been 
observed for the operating conditions close to the base loading point. The greater degree of 
nonlinearity has been observed for the operating point far away from the base one.  
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Chapter 5  
Voltage Stability Constrained Optimal Power Flow 
5.1 Introduction  
One of the important tasks in operating an interconnected power system is to schedule the 
active and reactive power outputs of each power plant in such a way that the operating cost is 
minimized and constraints are within the respective limits. These limits consist of the 
capacity of equipments such as generators and compensating devices, the security limits and 
the stability limits. This problem is generally known as the optimal power flow (OPF). The 
set of optimal decision variables is sought out by solving a constrained optimization problem. 
The objective of this problem can be economic costs, system security or any other objectives. 
In general, the system quantities that must be maintained within their limits are defined as the 
dependent variables, such as load bus voltages and generator reactive power outputs. Since 
the early stage [99], many researchers have studied the OPF with different objectives and 
various methods including computational intelligence [100].  
Conventionally, optimal generation scheduling was carried out by a simplified OPF 
problem namely economic dispatch (ED). Active power output of generating units is the only 
decision variable. Power transmission losses are approximated by loss formulas. In the past 
few decades, researchers have immensely investigated several techniques to solve ED [101, 
102]. However, the significant shortcoming of ED is inability to capture constraints of 
dependent variables due to simplified power flow equations. Thanks to fast processing speed 
of computers, OPF is a standard practice to determine optimal control variables from global 
criterion.  
Besides general objective functions of OPF in planning and operating stages, the current 
practice of operators for testing stability of the power system is to adopt the optimal solution 
obtained from the OPF and evaluate the system stability performance for all credible 
contingencies. If the system is unstable, the OPF solution is modified by heuristic rules 
derived from engineering experience and judgment to achieve minimum rescheduling costs. 
This process is usually time consuming and also may sacrifice the optimality. Therefore, the 
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stability limit should be properly incorporated in the automated OPF software [103, 104]. 
Moreover, generation scheduling is one of the effective control measures for improving 
different stability problems [105]. Therefore, voltage stability constrained OPF (VSCOPF) is 
presented in this chapter. The objective of VSCOPF is to minimize instantaneous operating 
costs while maintaining security and voltage stability constraints within permissible ranges. 
Practical characteristics of thermal generating units were also taken into consideration. Given 
those non-convex and discontinuous cost characteristics, differential evolution (DE) 
algorithms discussed in Chapter 3 were applied as optimization tools. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The general OPF formulation is given in 
Section 5.2. Constraint handling methods are summarized in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, the 
objective and constraints of VSCOPF are listed. Simulation results obtained from different 
DE algorithms are compared. The chapter is summarized in Section 5.5. 
5.2 Optimal power flow 
OPF is usually conducted at each operation planning period (i.e. 15 minutes). This OPF 
solution is optimal for that particular time instant. However, inter-temporal constraints such 
as ramp-rate limits exist in thermal generating units. To capture these restrictions, dynamic 
OPF (DOPF) such as [106] should be carried out. Given power of computing facilities, it 
becomes more promising to handle DOPF within the allowable planning period. Since this 
thesis focuses on the developed EA method, this chapter will not deal with DOPF. The 
optimal solution for a planning period t is determined. 
Two cases can be treated in OPF: optimal active and reactive power flow (objective = 
instantaneous operating costs; solution = exact economic dispatch) and optimal reactive 
power flow (objective = total system losses; solution = minimum losses) [99]. Formerly, 
these two problems were analyzed separately. This chapter introduces an alternative 
formulation for VSCOPF that can combine the two optimization tasks and solved in a single 
run. Control variables for both active and reactive dispatch problems are considered. In this 
thesis, the term OPF refers to exact economic dispatch with total fuel cost minimization as 
the objective whereas optimal reactive power dispatch (ORPD) means the reactive and 
voltage control problem with loss minimization as the objective. The latter problem will be 
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investigated in Chapter 6. Several models are proposed to speed up the computing process in 
order to suit online applications.  
5.2.1 Problem formulation 
OPF is essentially a nonlinear constrained optimization. Following the framework of 
nonlinear programming, OPF can be mathematically formulated with the objective function 
and constraints as discussed below. 
5.2.1.1. Objective functions 
The objective function in conventional vertically integrated system is to minimize the total 
operating cost of generation by assuming that the associated generating units belong to a 
single entity. On the other hand, the objective function is changed to maximize the social 
wealthfare in the deregulated environment in which there exist many entities competing in 
business. This chapter follows the first paradigm. Since operating costs mainly associated 
with fuel costs, the objective of OPF here is to minimize the total fuel cost of power 
generation as follows:  
 
1
min ( )
n
i i
i
FC P

  (5.1) 
where FCi is the fuel cost function of generator i; n is the number of generators, Pi is the 
power output of generator i. The simplified fuel cost function of each generator can be 
represented as: 
 2( )i i i i i iFC P a P b P c    (5.2) 
where ai, bi , ci are cost coefficients of generator i, obtained by heat-characteristic tests. 
The valve opening process of multivalve steam turbines produces ripples in the generator 
heat rate characteristic leading to the higher degree of nonlinearity in the fuel cost function. 
To realistically capture this phenomenon, the cost function (5.2) should be replaced by the 
following function to consider the valve-point effect [107]:  
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 2 min( ) sin( ( ))i i i i i i i i i i iFC P a P b P c e f P P      (5.3) 
where ei and fi  are cost coefficients of generator i reflecting the valve-point effect. 
min
iP  is the 
minimum capacity of generator i. Fig. 5.1 shows the cost characteristic of four generators 
with the valve-point effect. The cost coefficients of these generators are taken from [108].   
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Fig. 5.1 Cost characteristics considering the valve-point effect 
Because the generating units can be supplied by multiple-fuel sources such as coal, natural 
gas, or oil, a practical ED has to determine both the most economic fuel type and generation 
output [109]. The fuel cost function of a generating unit with such characteristics can be 
modeled as several piecewise cost function. With the valve-point effect, a cost function of 
unit i can be described as:  
 min min
1 1
min max
2 2 2
min max
( ) fuel 1
( ) fuel 2
( )
( ) fuel 
i i i i i
i i i i i
i i
ik i ik i i
FC P P P P
FC P P P P
FC P
FC P k P P P
  

 
 

  
 (5.4) 
where the fuel cost function of generator i for fuel type k is defined by: 
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 2 min( ) sin( ( ))ik i ik i ik i ik ik ik ik iFC P a P b P c e f P P      (5.5) 
where , , ,  and ik ik ik ik ika b c e f are the cost coefficients of generator i for fuel type k, 
min
ikP  is the 
minimum power output of generator i using fuel type k. Fig. 5.2 shows the cost characteristic 
of three generators with multi-fuel options. The cost coefficients of these generators are taken 
from [109]. 
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Fig. 5.2 Cost characteristics considering multi-fuel options 
5.2.1.2. Constraints 
Typically, power flow equations are used to represent active and reactive power in OPF 
rather than an approximated formula in ED. This allows OPF to consider security constraints 
including voltage levels and transmission power flows. Moreover, active power restrictions 
of each generating unit have to be incorporated as inequality constraints of OPF.  
 Power flow equations  
Given the complex bus voltage at bus i written by i
j
iU e

, the power balance equations which 
include the active and reactive power balance equations for each load bus are described as 
follows: 
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1
0 cos( )
N
Gi Di i j ij i j ij
j
P P U U Y   

      (5.6) 
 
1
0 sin( )
N
Gi Di i j ij i j ij
j
Q Q U U Y   

      (5.7) 
where PGi and QGi are active and reactive power generation at bus i, respectively; PDi and QDi 
are active and reactive power load at bus i, respectively; Yij is the admittance matrix 
corresponding to the i
th
 row j
th
 column and ij is the phase angle of the admittance between 
the i
th
 and j
th
 buses; N is the total number of buses. 
 Ramp-rate limits 
The actual range of all online units during each dispatch period t is restricted by the 
corresponding ramp rate limits according to [110]: 
 min max
, ,i t i i tP P P   (5.8) 
where min,tiP and 
max
,tiP are minimum and maximum generation limits at dispatch period t 
determined by: 
 min min 0
, max{ , }i t i i iP P P DR   (5.9) 
 max max 0
, min{ , }i t i i iP P P UR   (5.10) 
where DRi and URi are down ramp and up ramp limits of generator i, respectively. 
max
iP is 
maximum capacity of generator i. 
 Prohibited operating zones 
In some cases, a thermal unit cannot be operated in the entire capacity range due to some 
physical limitations. This is because of faults in the electrical machine itself or in the 
associated auxiliaries units such as boilers, feed pumps, etc. Furthermore, a typical thermal 
unit may have a steam valve in operation, or a vibration in a shaft bearing which may result 
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in interference [111]. Therefore, for units with prohibited zones additional constraints have to 
be satisfied: 
 min l
, ,1
u l
, 1 ,
u max
, ,i
i t i i
i i k i i k
i pz i i t
P P PZ
P PZ P P
PZ P P

  

  
  
   
2, 3, ...,
i
k npz
i

 vpz
 (5.11) 
where l,kiPZ  and
u
,kiPZ are lower and upper bounds of prohibited zone k of unit i, respectively , 
npzi is the number of prohibited zones of unit i: vpz is the set of units with prohibited 
operating zones. Fig. 5.3 shows the cost characteristics of two generators with prohibited 
operating zones. The cost coefficients of these generators are taken from [112]. 
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Fig. 5.3 Cost characteristics with prohibited operating zones 
5.3 Constraint handling methods 
5.3.1 Treatment of inequality constraints 
The power generation outputs have to be within its feasible operating boundaries. This 
constraint becomes even harder to maintain in the case of generators with prohibited 
operating zones because of the existence disjoint search spaces. Therefore, for all individuals 
in the population after crossover every element of power generation vector is checked and 
adjusted according to: 
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 min max
, ,
min max min
, , ,
                                         if 
( )              otherwise
i i t i i t
i
i t i t i t
P P P P
P
P rand P P
  
 
  
 (5.12) 
 ni ,...,2,1  
Note that the minimum and maximum power generations should be adjusted to consider the 
ramp-rate constraints given by (5.9)-(5.10). For the units with prohibited operating zones, the 
power generation outputs should not be inside any of their respective prohibited zones (PZ). 
Therefore, if any generator j with PZ whose power output lies in the prohibited zone k the 
corresponding power output should be adjusted according to: 
 u l u
, 1 , , 1 u
u l u
, , 1 ,
( ) if 
l
( ) otherwise
j k j k j k
j
j k j k j k
PZ rand PZ PZ d d
P
PZ rand PZ PZ
 

    
 
  
 (5.13) 
 l
l ,j j kd P PZ   (5.14) 
 u
u ,j j kd P PZ   (5.15) 
  
vpzj  
where dl and du are the absolute distances from the power generation inside the prohibited 
zone k to the corresponding lower and upper bounds, respectively. 
5.3.2 Fitness function 
The adaptive penalized fitness function discussed in Section 3.4.3.1 is used to treat state 
(dependent) variables of OPF. 
5.4 Simulation results 
With the serious threat of voltage collapse in modern power systems as discussed in the 
previous chapters, the system stability should be evaluated in the generation dispatch 
problem. Given non-convex and non-continuous characteristics of generating units, 
evolutionary computation is a highly potential optimization engine.  
This example presents an example of the voltage stability constrained optimal power flow 
(VSCOPF) problem solved by different variants of differential evolution (DE). Simulation 
was done on the IEEE-30 bus test system with six generating units.  
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The objective of VSCOPF is to minimize the total fuel cost consisting of individual non-
smooth cost functions by regulating the active power outputs of all committed generators 
while maintaining operation, security and stability constraints. The VSCOPF problem is 
therefore expressed as follows:  
 
Minimize 
1
( )
n
T i i i
i
F HRC HR P

   
Subject to:  
1. Prohibited operating zone limits 
See (5.11) 
2. Generator reactive power (QG) limits  
min max
Gi Gi GiQ Q Q     for all generators 
3. Transformer tap position (a) limits  
  min maxi i ia a a         for all transformers 
4. Bus voltage (U) limits  
min max
i i iU U U     for all buses 
5. Line flow (S) limits  
max
i iS S               for all transmission lines 
6. Voltage stability margin () limit 
min   
(5.16) 
where FT is the total fuel cost at the considered period. In this formulation, the reactive 
power output of all generators and transformer tap positions are considered as the decision 
variables in addition to the active power output. Generators are modeled as load buses with 
negative power generation. Therefore, generator bus voltages become dependent variables in 
addition to the magnitude of apparent power flows across transmission lines, load bus 
voltages and the voltage stability margin of the entire system. In summary, the limits of the 
decision variables constitute items 1 to 3 of (5.16) whereby items 4 to 6 of the same equation 
are the constraints of the dependent variables. Voltage stability margin is calculated by the 
direct method. PSAT software package [98] is used as the simulation tool. It should be noted 
that the proposed formulation allows us to analyze active and reactive power dispatch 
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problems at the same time by adding the cost of energy losses to the objective function in 
(5.16). 
The valve point effect was considered in the fuel cost characteristic as a recurring rectified 
sinusoidal contribution to the quadratic function for every generator. Therefore, the heat 
consumption of the generating unit i in terms of MBtu per per-unit of power generated is 
shown as follows:  
 2 min( ) sin( ( ))i i i i i i i i i i iHR P ah P bh P ch eh fh P P      (5.17) 
where ahi, bhi, chi, ehi and fhi are coefficients of the heat rate characteristic of the generator i. 
Therefore, the fuel cost characteristic can be shown as: 
 ( ) ( )i i i i iFC P HRC HR P   (5.18) 
where HRCi is the fuel cost for generating a unit of heat in $/MBtu. The parameters of the 
heat rate characteristic of each unit are given in Table 5.1. Every generator is assumed to 
have prohibited operating zones whose intervals are listed in Table 5.2 along with the 
operating boundary. 
Table 5.1 Heat characteristics of generators 
Coefficients 
Generating unit 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
ahi (MBtu) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
bhi (Mbtu/puW) 200 175 100 325 300 300 
chi (Mbtu/puW
2
) 37.5 175 625 83.4 250 250 
ehi (MBtu) 15 10 10 5 5 5 
fhi (rad/puW) 6.283 8.976 14.784 20.944 25.133 18.48 
HRCi ($/MBtu) 10 10 20 20 30 30 
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Table 5.2 Generator limits and boundaries of prohibited operating zones 
Unit [Pi
min
,Pi
max
] 
Prohibited operating zone 
1 2 3 
1 [0.5,2.5] [1,1.25] [1.75,2] [2.1,2,25] 
2 [0.2,1.6] [0.35,0.4] [0.5,0.75] [1.1,1.25] 
3 [0.15,1] [0.3,0.5] [0.7,0.85] - 
4 [0.1,0.7] [0.2,0.35] [0.5,0.6] - 
5 [0.1,0.6] [0.2,0.35] [0.5,0.6] - 
6 [0.12,0.8] [0.3,0.4] [0.5,0.6] 
 
[Pi
min
,Pi
max
]: Min. and Max. limit of generator i 
 
To verify the performance of the JADE-vPS developed in this thesis in handling the 
VSCOPF problem, different DE algorithms presented in Chapter 3 were applied as the 
reference algorithms in order to compare the results. Statistical values computed from ten 
independent runs are given in Table 5.3. The testing algorithms consist of:  
1. DE1 is the classical DE with the “DE/rand/1” mutation strategy (see (3.16));  
2. DE2 is the classical DE with the “DE/curren-to-best/1” mutation strategy (see 
(3.17)); 
3. JADE-PSx is the adaptive JADE with the population size x and the external 
solution archive;  
4. JADE-vPS is the modified variant of JADE with the variable population size and 
the external solution archive;  
5. SaDE is the self-adaptive DE proposed in [62]. 
All testing algorithms terminate when the number of function (power flow) evaluations 
reaches 5000. The statistical values listed in Table 5.3 clearly show that the proposed JADE-
vPS in comparison to the other algorithms is very robust to the random search nature. Its 
standard deviation and maximum of the final results are the least. The principal difference 
between the proposed JADE-vPS and the original JADE is the population size. As mentioned 
in Chapter 3 , the population size of JADE-vPS is bounded between 0.5 and 2 times of the 
initial population size. In this example, the initial population size PS
ini
 is set to 50 for all 
algorithms. To fairly compare the two algorithms, the population size of the classical JADE is 
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set to 25 (0.5PSini) and 100 (2PSini). For this particular problem, it is quite surprising to see 
that the smaller population size results in the better search performance as reflected in the 
least minimum and average costs among the JADE with 25, 50 and 100 population size. 
Table 5.3 Statistical results of different algorithms  
from 10 independent trials 
Algorithm 
Statistical values 
Min. Avg. Max. Std. 
DE1 6111.03 8425.89 11329.32 1590.57 
DE2 6206.01 6516.50 6874.96 185.58 
JADE-PS25 5957.69 6058.50 6424.77 135.24 
JADE-PS50 6025.43 6156.95 6263.32 76.27 
JADE-PS100 6541.07 6829.51 7025.58 176.94 
JADE-vPS 6029.66 6110.61 6167.73 48.41 
SaDE 6425.22 7089.61 8192.98 697.57 
Min.: Minimum    Avg.: Average  
Max: Maximum    Std.: Standard deviation 
 
The average convergence characteristics among all algorithms as shown in Fig. 5.4 
confirm this observation. It is obvious that the JADE-PS25 converges at the fastest rate and 
arriving to the least average cost. The proposed JADE-vPS performs nearly identical to the 
JADE-PS50. On the other hand, the convergence of the JADE-PS100 is far behind its 
counterparts and even worse than the DE2 where there is no parameter adaptation involved. 
The algorithms with the worst convergence property are DE1 and SaDE. 
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Fig. 5.4 Convergence characteristics of all algorithms 
During the optimization course, the decision variables corresponding to the global best 
individual are recorded. Because the prohibited operating zones are considered for all 
generating units, any feasible generation schedule should not lie in one of these zones. Based 
on the best result obtained by JADE-vPS, Fig. 5.5 shows the variation of active power output 
PG of two generators (no. 2 and 5) versus the number of function evaluations. For both 
generators, the method for handling the prohibited operating zone constraint in (5.13) works 
well as there is no PG falling inside any prohibited zone. Because the active power output is 
directly related to the objective function, therefore PG changes very rapidly at the beginning 
of the search and settles to an optimal or suboptimal value when the algorithm converges. 
The transformer tap position a and the generator reactive power output QG are also 
decision variables in the VSCOPF problem. Even these variables do not directly influence the 
objective function, they are very crucial for regulating the security and stability constraints. 
All transformers are assumed to be equipped with the on-load tap changer (OLTC) with 13 
steps (±6% of the nominal). The variation of a of two selected transformers is shown in Fig. 
5.6(a) whereby the one of QG of the generators 2 and 5 is depicted in Fig. 5.6(b). The latter is 
treated as of the continuous characteristic. The response of voltage stability margin  during 
the optimization process is shown in Fig. 5.7. It can be observed that the power system has a 
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relatively larger stability margin at the beginning of the optimization process. However, it 
reduces in response to the minimum cost measure. Therefore, the stability margin should be 
appropriately included in any OPF problems. 
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Fig. 5.5 Variation of active power output of two generators  
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Fig. 5.6 Variation of (a) transformer tap positions (b) reactive power outputs 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 5.7 Variation of voltage stability margin  
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Fig. 5.8 Variation of JADE-vPS control parameters (from the best trial) 
The key reason of the JADE-vPS success is the parameter adaptation scheme. The 
evolution of F, CR and NP (see section 3.4.2.3 for explanations) corresponding to the global 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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best individual is plotted in Fig. 5.8. The CPU time for all testing algorithms is nearly 
identical because the most computationally demanding part is power-flow and stability 
margin calculations. The average CPU time is approximately 3 minutes on the computing 
platform: Pentium Core 2 Quad with CPU 2.83 GHz and RAM 3.25 GB. For large and 
practical power systems, this computing duration is not feasible. The next chapter will 
propose alterative solutions to reduce the CPU time by employing fitness approximation 
techniques. 
5.5 Summary 
Applications of evolutionary algorithms to optimal generation scheduling problems were 
presented in this chapter to meet the stressed operation of modern power systems. An 
example of VSCOPF with practical non-convex and discontinuous cost characteristics was 
developed in this chapter. Various DE algorithms were applied to solve the problem. The 
JADE-vPS algorithm demonstrates the outstanding robustness and effectiveness compared to 
the others. 
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Chapter 6  
Countermeasures against voltage instability 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters, voltage stability and several methods of analysis were reviewed. 
Two techniques namely for estimating voltage stability margin (VSM) were also developed. 
VSM is one of the important performance indices for the system operator. Besides that, 
proper control coordination of various reactive power sources is among operational routines 
of the system operator. This process is not only to improve the steady state operating 
condition of a power system but also to ensure more voltage stability.  
Because one of the major causes of voltage collapse is associated with reactive power, 
therefore voltage stability criterion should be addressed in reactive power and voltage 
control. The optimal power flow (OPF) dealing with optimization of reactive power sources 
is alternatively known as the optimal reactive power dispatch (ORPD). Control variables in 
ORPD normally consist of transformer tap positions, generator set points (either reactive 
power injection or voltage), and reactive power compensations. As a countermeasure to 
prevent a power system from voltage collapse, VSM should be incorporated in ORPD. This 
chapter primarily deals with various voltage constrained optimal reactive power dispatch 
(VSCORPD) problems.  
ORPD is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem with continuous and 
discrete decision variables. Several methods have been applied to solve different ORPD 
problems. However, they are generally not efficient in dealing with large-scale and non-
convex optimization problems. In contrast to mathematical programming, evolutionary 
computing has no restriction on cost characteristics. Moreover, compared to conventional 
gradient-based methods, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are much simpler to be implemented 
and barely needs significant changes when dealing with different optimization tasks. Several 
EAs have been successfully implemented in various power system problems. This chapter 
presents the well-known genetic algorithm (GA) and the recent variant of ant colony 
optimization (ACO) applied to ORPD problems. Since ORPD decides the appropriate control 
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settings for an operating state of the next planning step, it can be considered as a preventive 
control scheme. In some situations, adjusting reactive power sources may not be adequate in 
providing a sufficient margin to collapse. Load shedding will be conducted generally as the 
last resort in counteracting the problem or steering the system away from the unstable 
operating zone to the stable one [30, 113-115]. In this sense, load shedding can be deemed a 
corrective control measure. ACO was applied to an under-voltage load shedding problem 
formulated by taking both technical and economic aspects into account.  
In the EC paradigm, fitness of every individual in the population has to be evaluated in 
each generation. Therefore, a large number of fitness evaluations are required. In many 
applications, each single fitness evaluation is very time consuming. This is one of the 
motivations in the research area of fitness function approximation in EC [116]. This thesis 
applies feed-forward neural networks for this purpose.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Key concepts of fitness function 
approximation are summarized in Section 6.2. Different preventive and corrective control 
schemes enhancing voltage security are discussed in Section 6.3. Finally, the chapter is 
concluded in Section 6.4. 
6.2 Fitness function approximation 
In many engineering optimization problems, computing the fitness function is very 
expensive. The analytical fitness function is also sometimes not available. Therefore, fitness 
functions are often approximated based on the data gathered from experiments or 
simulations. This fitness approximation is generally known as the meta-model. In this model, 
the fitness evaluation function becomes [117]:  
 ( ) if the original fitness model is used
( )
( ) ( ) if a meta-model is used
f
eval
f e

 

x
x
x x
 (6.1) 
where ( )e x  is the approximation error of the meta-model. The challenge in dealing with a 
meta-model is how to manage the error properly. The right balance between the actual but 
expensive fitness evaluation and the cheap but erroneous one is very crucial to the success of 
a meta-model. This issue is regarded as the model management or evolution control. In this 
scheme, the original fitness function is used to evaluate some individuals in every generation 
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or all individuals in some generations. The individual whose quality is assessed by the 
original fitness function is called the controlled individual. Similarly, the generation in which 
all the individuals are evaluated by the original fitness function is called the controlled 
generation. Model management in EA can be classified into three categories according to 
[118] based on the viewpoint of evolution control.  
 No evolution control: The approximate model is assumed to be very exact and the 
actual fitness evaluation is not used at all.  
 Fixed evolution control: In this category, the approximate model (AM) and the 
original function (OF) are used together. Two levels of approximation are possible in 
the evolution control; individual-based or generation-based. In individual-based 
control, controlled individuals are evaluated by the OF whereby the fitness of the rest 
individuals is determined by the AM. Two strategies can be implemented to select the 
controlled individuals; the best strategy or the random strategy. At every generation, 
the population is sorted based on the fitness values given by the AM such that the first 
rank individual represents the best one. In the best strategy, the best individual is 
chosen. On the other hand, individuals are randomly selected in the random strategy 
(see Fig. 6.1 for graphical illustration of a minimization problem). Thereafter, the 
fitness of the controlled individuals is reevaluated by the OF as highlighted in yellow.  
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Fig. 6.1 Random selection of the controlled individual 
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Fig. 6.2 Generation-based evolution control 
Generation-based evolution control can be used when the EA with AM converges. 
Alternatively, the evolution control can be repeated at every fixed number of generations 
as shown in Fig. 6.2. In this example, all individuals are evaluated by the OF at every k 
generations. An important concern of the methods presented here is how to properly set 
the frequency of evolution control. 
 Adaptive evolution control: The frequency of evolution control is adapted based on 
the accuracy of the AM.  
6.3 Control schemes 
6.3.1 Optimal reactive power dispatch 
In literature, there are two general objective functions for ORPD consisting of: 
 Minimization of active power losses in the transmission system; 
 Minimization of voltage deviations from the desired voltage levels. 
In this thesis, the objective of all VSCORPD problems is to minimize power transmission 
losses while maintain operational, security and stability limits within the allowable limits. In 
contrast to some researchers [23, 38, 119], we believe that it is not the objective to operate a 
power system with maximum VSM. The only requirement is to guarantee sufficient VSM for 
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normal and severe contingency conditions [120-123]. We disagree to some research works 
that VSM is not incorporated in the problem formulation because there is no guarantee that 
the VSM after optimization is greater than the threshold. In this case, the control variables 
recommended by ORPD with no proper VSM considerations may deteriorate the system 
stability especially in highly stressed operating conditions where reactive power supports are 
inadequate. A VSCORPD problem can be formulated as:  
Minimize ),()( dxx lossPf   (6.2) 
Subject to:    
a) Generator bus voltage limits 
 
min max
Gi Gi Giu u u   PVi s  (6.3) 
b) Shunt compensator limits  
 maxmin
Ci
qCiqCi
q   QCi s  (6.4) 
c) Transformer tap setting limits 
 maxmin
iaiaia   Ti s  (6.5) 
d) Load bus voltage limits 
 maxmin
Li
uLiuLi
u   PVi s  (6.6) 
e) Line flow limits 
 max
Fi Fis s  Li s  (6.7) 
f) Voltage security margin limit  
 minVSM VSM   (6.8) 
where Ploss is the total active power losses in the transmission system; sPV is the set of 
generator (PV) buses; sQC is the set of shunt compensators; sT is the set of transformers; sPQ is 
the set of load (PQ) buses; sL is the set of transmission lines. The vector x contains control 
variables listed in (6.3)-(6.5) where (6.3) is treated as continuous variables and (6.4) to (6.5) 
are treated as discrete variables. The vector d describes the operating condition of the power 
system represented by active and reactive power demand and active power generation. 
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This section presents three implementations of different VSORPD problems. 
Mathematical formulation and simulation results are discussed in each sub section below.  
6.3.1.1. A power flow less model 
ORPD is a sub problem of optimal power flow (OPF). From the EC viewpoint, the quality of 
an individual is assessed by calculating power flow to determine the objective value (in this 
case Ploss) and feasibility of corresponding dependent variables. Therefore, over the 
generations, a large number of power flow calculations are inevitably required. For some 
OPF applications, such as VSORPD or transient stability constrained OPF, an expensive 
calculation, such as time-domain simulations or continuation power flow, needs to be carried 
out in every fitness calculation. The first model presented here investigates feasibilities of a 
complete meta-model in which the fitness is solely estimated by several NNs. The actual 
fitness function is not used in this model. The validity should be verified by the accuracy of 
the optimal solution of the developed model compared with the traditional OPF model. 
Optimization
(GA)
NN-U1
NN-Un
. . .
NN-L1
NN-Ln
. . .
NN-Loss
c c
c c
c
x
Constraints
Ploss
Li
uLi
Objective
 
Fig. 6.3 Implementation concept of the power flow less model 
The proposed model is conceptually depicted in Fig. 6.3. A group of NNs (denoted by NN-U1 
to NN-Un) are dedicated to approximate load bus voltages. For large systems, multiple 
compact NNs with a reasonable number of outputs are generally recommended rather than a 
single huge one with many outputs. This helps improves the learning capability and saving 
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the training time. Line (L) indices at every bus are also evaluated by a group of NNs denoted 
by NN-L1 to NN-Ln. A NN namely NN-Loss is trained to approximate the total active power 
transmission loss. Every network uses the same set of input features consisting of two parts 
namely control variables x and constant variables c.  
Here, we have adopted a binary genetic algorithm (GA) as the optimization engine. 
Constraints are handled by the static penalty scheme. Note that other powerful optimization 
algorithms can replace this GA without any major change. The proposed meta-model is 
termed GA-NN where the conventional model is termed GA-ORPD. Notice that the GA-NN 
in Fig. 6.3 did not consider the line flow limits shown in (6.7) because we have found some 
difficulties to accurately predict this quantity based on the given input features. However, the 
line flow can be computed based on the predicted bus voltages and the system bus admittance 
matrix. Therefore, the GA-ORPD formulation can be written as:  
 Minimize (6.2) 
Subject to (6.3)-(6.6) and (6.8) 
(6.9) 
A dataset of 8000 different operating states was generated based on the technique 
discussed in Section 4.2.3.1. The training set constitutes the first 6000 patterns whereby the 
rest 2000 patterns are reserved for testing. For the prediction of voltages and line indices at 
load buses, four networks (n=4 see Fig. 6.3) are used with six outputs for each network. 
Generalization capability of the developed networks is examined by giving new input 
patterns and thereby computing the corresponding estimation error. Given unforeseen 250 
operating states, Fig. 6.4 shows the scatter plot between the target value of a bus voltage and 
the estimation given by a NN-V in the upper figure whereby the corresponding estimation 
errors are computed and depicted in the lower figure. The similar plotting pattern is carried 
out for NN-L and NN-Loss as shown in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6, respectively. These figures 
clearly demonstrate the developed NNs can effectively and accurately estimate the target 
values with very small errors. The errors of Ploss estimation are relatively the greatest among 
these three examples with the maximum error roughly about 1% and the average error of 
0.3%.   
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Fig. 6.4 Generalization of NN-V 
The operating state number 6900 which is in the testing dataset and was not presented 
during the NN training phase is used to examine the effectiveness of GA-NN. Ploss at the 
initial state is 11.4151 MW as shown in the red straight line of Fig. 6.7. By adopting the GA-
NN to adjust the control variables, the estimated Ploss at the final state (after optimization) 
given by NN-Loss becomes 4.8004 MW. This accounts for 56.16% Ploss reduction. However, 
it must be noted that the final value of Ploss is not the actual one due to the existence of NN 
estimation errors. Therefore, the exact Ploss value of the final operating state can be 
determined by setting system control parameters equal to the optimal control settings given 
by the GA-NN and running power flow at that demand level. By doing this, the final Ploss is 
5.0048 MW. The error of estimation in this case is corrected to 4.0828 % which is acceptable 
in practical applications. 
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Fig. 6.5 Generalization of NN-L 
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Fig. 6.6 Generalization of NN-Loss 
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Fig. 6.7 Comparison of convergence properties between GA-NN and GA-ORPD 
Comparing the GA-ANN with the conventional GA-based OPF (GA-OPF), the results of 
both methods are tabulated in Table 6.1. The value of Ploss and system voltage stability 
indicator L
max
 are shown in Table 6.2. It is clear that both methods result in a very close 
solution. Voltage stability is also improved as reflected in reduction of L
max
. Considering the 
computational aspect, the proposed method is much faster than the GA-OPF (approximately 
5 times faster). 
 Besides the computational aspect, it should be further observed that the proposed GA-
ANN method requires fewer input information to perform OPF calculation. In the 
conventional OPF formulation, all system data, such as network parameters, generation and 
load level and transformer tap setting need to known as inputs for power flow program. On 
the other hand, GA-ANN needs only few of them to perform the same task because a 
representative of system quantities sharing statistical similarity determined by k-mean cluster 
method is used as the inputs. 
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Table 6.1 Optimal control variables  
 GA-ANN GA-OPF   GA-ANN GA-OPF 
qc1 -0.03 -0.05  a1 0.93 1.05 
qc2 0.18 0.11  a2 0.93 0.96 
qc3 0.0075 0.0075  a3 0.97 0.99 
qc4 0.065 0.05  a4 1.01 0.99 
qc5 0.05 0.05  uG1 1.0486 1.0026 
qc6 0.025 0.06  uG2 1.0432 0.9997 
qc7 0.09 0.15  uG3 1.0188 0.9737 
qc8 0.175 0.0375  uG4 1.0389 0.9878 
qc9 0.02 0.04  uG5 1.1 1.0434 
    uG6 1.1 1.004 
Table 6.2 Simulation results: Ploss ,L
max
 and CPU time 
 Initial GA-ANN GA-OPF 
Ploss (MW) 11.4151 5.0048 5.1316 
L
max
 0.1775 0.1546 0.1529 
Time (s) - 78.92188 438.2813 
 
6.3.1.2. A two stage model 
This section presents a two-stage design of online voltage security assessment and control 
tool. It is well accepted that dynamic voltage stability is the most accurate index. However, 
the computing procedure is quite time-consuming and modeling simplifications are normally 
assumed in many cases. To overcome these limitations, intelligent system modules are 
currently implemented as a complementary part in addition to conventional simulation tools. 
The method discussed here utilizes the historical information and results from previous 
simulations to develop an intelligent classfier capable of identifying voltage security of a 
power system rapidly. If the current operating state is identified insecure, the appropriate 
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control settings are suggested to enhance both security and stability levels. The ideas of this 
model can be conceptually depicted as shown in Fig. 6.8.  
POWER SYSTEM
Data acquisition
LVQ classifier
Secure?
ACO Operator
Optimal control variables
Decision
Automatic
 command
Enhanced security
No
Yes
Suggestion
 
Fig. 6.8 Conceptual diagram of the two-stage model 
The model shown here uses two types of NNs for different purposes. Learning vector 
quantization (LVQ) is applied to classify the voltage security level of the current operating 
state into two classes namely “secure” and “insecure”. The second NN is used to approximate 
VSM in the VSCORPD solved by ACO. This network works in the regression mode to 
substitute the continuation power flow in determining the VSM. Both NNs share the same set 
of input patterns i described by:  
 
,1 ,2 , ,1 ,2 ,, ,..., , , ...,i Fi Fi Fi m i i i ns s s x x x   xn  
(6.10) 
where sFi,j is the MVA flow over the selected transmission line j of the operating state i; xi,j is 
the selected ORPD control variable j of the operating state i; m is the number of selected 
MVA flows and n is the number of selected ORPD control variables. In this example, the 
number of input features are set to m=10 and n=19. Therefore, the number of input features is 
29. Then, principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to eliminate redundant input 
information so that the number of input features is reduced and the learning performance is 
increased. 
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Table 6.3 Two-class partition of data 
Database Training set Testing set 
5000 4000 1000 
Two-class partition  
Class A (secure) 1623 390 
Class B (insecure) 2377 610 
Based on the input vector shown in (6.10), LVQ as a voltage security classifer is trained 
by the data whose details are listed in Table 6.3. Performance of LVQ classifier of 1000 
unforeseen testing samples is shown in Table 6.4. The performance of the developed LVQ is 
assessed by (4.3) to (4.5) of Chapter 4. In this study, we find that the effectiveness of the 
developed LVQ is quite moderate. One of potential reasons of such non-superior 
performance of LVQ could be that we have assumed too many parameter changes in the 
phase of generating the knowledge base data. This could introduce a very high degree of 
complexity to the learning ability of LVQ. Further investigations are required on this aspect. 
Table 6.4 Performance evaluation of the classification 
Classification of testing set by LVQ 
 Class A Class B 
Samples of class A (390) 349 41 
Samples of class B (610) 156 454 
Classification performance evaluation 
Success rate  80.3% (803/1000) 
False alarm rate 10.51% (41/390) 
Missed alarm rate 25.57% (156/610) 
Ten operating conditions which were correctly classified by LVQ as voltage insecure are 
now considered for the voltage security enhancement scheme. Fig. 6.9 shows the active 
power loss Ploss before and after the ACO optimization process of ten different operating 
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states whereby Fig. 6.10 depicts the corresponding voltage seucrity margin (VSM). The 
parameters of ACO used in this paper are given in Table 6.5. 
Table 6.5 ACO parameter settings 
Parameter Value 
Archive size (k) 40 
Number of ants (n_ant) 30 
Convergence rate factor (q) 0.2 
Pheromone evaporation () 0.99 
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Fig. 6.9 Comparison of active power losses before and after VSCORPD 
It can obviously be observed that with optimal setting of control parameters Ploss of all 
operating conditions are significantly reduced. At the same time, all VSMs  which were 
previously below the threshold limit (VSM
limit
 = 0.25) and classified as insecure states are 
now enhanced because VSM of all states are now greater than 0.25. 
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Fig. 6.10 Comparison of voltage stability margins before and after VSCORPD 
The active power loss of the current-best (pbest) and best-so-far (gbest) solutions are plotted 
against the generation number in to demonstrate the convergence property of the ACO for 
solving VSCORPD. The ACO terminates if one of the following criterion has been reached:  
 After 150 iteraions, there is no further improvement of gbest; 
 the maximum number of generation (Gmax = 200) is reached.  
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Fig. 6.11 Convergence characteristics of ACO in VSCORPD 
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The variations of discrete control variables such as transformer tap positions over the 
optimization process is shown in Fig. 6.12. The variation of selected generator bus voltages 
which are continuous variables is shown in Fig. 6.13.  
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Fig. 6.12 Variation of discrete control variables  
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Fig. 6.13 Variation of continuous variables 
These two figures show that the control variable barely unchanged when reaching the 
maximum number of generations. This is the common scenario indicating that the EA is 
reaching the optimal or a quasi-optimal solution.  
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6.3.1.3. A model considering costs of adjusting devices 
To achieve a practical VSCORPD solution, the number of control actions should not be too 
large. Excessive operations of discrete control devices, such as OLTC positions, generally 
shorten life expectancy of the device and thereby incur more maintenance costs and excessive 
operational burdens. Therefore, a realistic ORPD problem formulation should take this aspect 
into consideration [124, 125]. The number of switching operations of OLTC and capacitor 
can be constrained to ensure that the number of operations is less than the maximum daily 
allowance.  
In this thesis, we take a different model. The objective of our VSCORPD is to minimize the 
cost of energy losses and the cost of adjusting discrete control devices. The latter cost is 
defined by the multiplication between the difference of device settings of two successive time 
steps t-1 to t and the unit operating cost of each device. System security constraints and 
sufficient VSM are taken into consideration. The optimization is carried out for every 
planning time step. Therefore, the VSCORPD problem at the time step t can be formulated as 
a combined objective problem as shown below: 
 
1 1
1 1
Minimize 
NQNT
t t t t t
W L Ti i i Qi i i
i i
C tP C a a C q q 
 
       
Subject to: (6.3)-(6.8) for all time steps 
(6.11) 
where Cw is the electricity price ($/kWh); 
t
LP  is the total power transmission loss at the time 
step t (kW); t is the time interval (usually 1 hour); CTi is the unit operating cost of 
transformer i ($); tia  is the tap position of transformer i at the time step t; CQi is the unit 
operating cost of shunt compensator i ($); tiq  is the setting of capacitor i at the time step t.  
The implementation procedure of this model can be summarized as shown in Fig. 6.14. 
The set of optimal control variables is determined by ACO. Power flow is carried out in 
every fitness evaluation based on two sets of inputs; the ACO trial vector representing system 
control variables and the demand and generation patterns. Power flow dependent variables, 
such as load bus voltages and line flows are computed and given back to ACO as constraint 
values. The NN developed in Section 4.4.1 of Chapter 4 is used here to estimate VSM in 
(6.8). Additional inputs can be given to the NN to enhance the accuracy. 
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Fig. 6.14 Conceptual diagram of the proposed method 
The effectiveness of this model is verified by solving VSCORPD of a daily operation of the 
modified IEEE 30-bus test system. The active and reactive load profile for a day with 15 
minute sampling interval is shown in Fig. 6.15. The generators are assumed to supply the 
load with a fixed participation factor throughout the daily operation.  
It is the requirement that 6% of voltage stability margin has to be guaranteed at every 
operating state (VSM
limit
 = 1.06).The unit operating cost of transformer of all transformers CTi 
is assumed to be equal to $10/change where all capacitors have the identical unit operating 
cost CQi of $3/change. The electricity price CW is assumed to be 6 cent/kWh. 
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Fig. 6.15 Daily load profile (15-minute sampling interval) 
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Three control schemes namely ACO #1 to ACO #3 are set up where different objective 
functions are minimized whereby the same set of constraints is considered. The ACO #1 is 
the proposed model as shown in (6.11). In ACO #2, the traditional model of loss 
minimization is applied. The objective function of ACO #2 is the first term of (6.11). The 
number of discrete control actions is minimized in ACO #3 where the objective function can 
be represented by the last two terms of (6.11). The ACO parameters are set up as follows; 
narch = 20, nant =10; gen
max
 = 300. The termination criterions for ACO are similar to the ones 
discussed in section 6.3.1.2. The ACO stops if one of them has been reached.  
Following the given demand and generation patterns, CPF analyses reveal that six 
operating conditions at 14:00, 14:30, 15:00,15:30, 17:15 and 17:30 have VSMs less than the 
VSM
limit
. All three control schemes ACO #1 to ACO #3 were applied to solve for the optimal 
control scheme at every operating time interval. VSMs based on the optimal control settings 
determined from each control scheme are shown in Fig. 6.16. It can be observed that all three 
control schemes are successful in improving the VSM to be greater than VSM
limit 
as it is 
shown that there is no operation condition with VSM less than 1.06. 
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Fig. 6.16 Voltage stability margins of different cases 
Some of optimal control settings of discrete control devices during the 24-hour operating 
horizon are graphically shown here. The daily variation of tap positions of transformers T1 
and T4 are shown in Fig. 6.17. Obviously, ACO #2 results in a relative larger number of 
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device operations because the cost of adjustment is neglected. Such excessive operation 
significantly reduces the life time expectancy of the device. It is practically feasible to 
frequently change the tap position. On the other hand, ACO #1 and ACO #3 can help reduce 
the number of operations by considering costs in the objective function. The similar 
observation can be drawn from the operation of two selected capacitors C1 and C8 as shown 
in Fig. 6.18. It can be observed that capacitor settings change comparatively more frequently 
than transformer taps because CQi is approximately three times cheaper than CTi.  
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Fig. 6.17 Optimal tap position of (a) transformer T1 and (b) transformer T4 
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Fig. 6.18 Optimal setting of (a) capacitor C1 and (b) capacitor C8 
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The total numbers of operation action of transformer tap positions in 24 hours determined 
by each method are summarized in Table 6.6. Similarly, Table 6.7 summarizes the total 
operation times of capacitors in 24 hours. It is not surprising that ACO #3 result in the fewest 
operation times because the cost of adjustment is only the objective function. The number of 
tap operations found from ACO #1 is slightly greater than ACO #3 but still significantly less 
than ACO #2 in both cases of transformer and capacitors. 
Table 6.6 Total operating times of tansformer tap positions 
Method T1 T2 T3 T4 T 
ACO #1 19 15 10 28 72 
ACO #2 165 213 296 311 985 
ACO #3 9 17 4 2 32 
 
Table 6.7 Total operating time of capacitors 
Method C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C 
ACO #1 82 75 58 90 128 156 119 137 845 
ACO #2 463 242 243 151 244 207 392 155 2097 
ACO #3 52 67 67 48 64 75 72 67 512 
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Fig. 6.19 Cost due to energy loss during six-hour periods 
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Based on the results presented so far, it seems that ACO #3 outperforms the others. Costs 
due to energy losses Closs over the period of 6 hours before and after three control schemes 
are shown in Fig. 6.19. It can be observed that in every time step Closs of ACO #3 is relatively 
equal or even higher than the Closs of the initial operating condition (before ACO). 
Interestingly, Closs of ACO #1 and ACO #2 are slightly different. The summation of Closs at 
each time step results in the cost of energy losses for a daily operation  Closs. Table 6.8 gives 
 Closs before the optimization and results of all control schemes. Percentage of cost 
reduction with respect to the case without optimization is shown in the second row of Table 
III. ACO #1 and ACO #2 have nearly identical performance in reducing Closs while ACO #3 
results in even greater Closs represented by -5.98% of cost reduction. Therefore, it is very 
evident that ACO #1 outperforms the rests because of the ability to save Closs and reduce the 
excessive operation of discrete control devices. The average CPU times used by each method 
at a time t are given in Table 6.9. ACO #3 is quite faster because the stopping criterion on no 
further improvement of solution quality is met. Also, there is no significant difference 
between CPU times of ACO#1 and ACO#2. This indicates that the proposed ACO#1 does 
not involve any further calculation complexity.  
 
Table 6.8 Cost due to energy losses for the daily operation 
 Before ACO ACO #1 ACO #2 ACO #3 
Closs($) 6991.3541 4882.1512 4678.2525 7409.7361 
% - +30.17 +33.08 -5.98 
 
Table 6.9 CPU time used by each method (s) 
ACO #1 ACO #2 ACO #3 
96.6507 96.2752 57.7555 
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6.3.2 Under-voltage load shedding  
The solution of optimal load shedding involves the determination of the effective locations 
and optimal load reductions subject to various system constraints. This optimization task can 
be carried out in two stages: planning and operation. In the planning stage, system behaviors 
of different scenarios are analyzed and if necessary different control strategies may be 
determined. During the operation, an optimization algorithm is used to suggest the efficient 
operation scheme as per grid requirements. In the OPF framework, the main objective of the 
load shedding optimization problem is to minimize the cost of power interruption at buses 
while considering a number of system constraints as follows: 
Minimize ( ) did i
i di
p
f p C
p
 
  
  

sn
Δ  (6.12) 
subject to    
a) Load bus voltage limits 
 
 Base condition 
min max
, , ,Li b Li b Li bu u u   
 Max. loading condition 
max
,,
min
, mLimLimLi uuu   
PQi s  (6.13) 
b) Line power flow limits   
  Base condition 
max
,,
min
, bLibLibLi
sss    
 Max. loading condition 
max
,,
min
, mLimLimLi sss   
Li s  (6.14) 
c) Fixed power factor 
 
00
di
di
di
di
q
q
p
p 


 
Si s  (6.15) 
d) Allowable load curtailment  
 maxmin
dididi
ppp   Si s  (6.16) 
e) Voltage stability margin limit  
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where Ci is the power interruption cost at bus i ($/kW) ; sPQ is the set of load (PQ) buses; vL 
is the set of transmission lines; sS is the set of effective load buses selected for load shedding. 
The control variables in this load shedding problem are the active power load curtailment at 
effective buses represented by pdi. They are bounded by the minimum and maximum 
allowable loads can be curtailed at the bus i as shown in (6.16). The dependent variables are 
computed by the power flow calculation. Listed in (6.13)-(6.14) are the constraints of load 
bus voltages and line flows at base-case and at maximum loading conditions. The latter 
constraint ensures that the system operating condition will not violate the security limits. To 
simplify the problem, power factor at the load shedding buses are assumed to be unchanged. 
This can be achieved by proportionately curtailing the reactive power load qdi according to 
(6.15); where 0
di
p  and 0
di
q are initial active and reactive power demand of the bus i, 
respectively. The value of  is calculated based on the linear estimation technique discussed 
earlier in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4.  
Because the power system may become unstable (<1) after a severe disturbance, 
therefore the load shedding algorithm must be able to bring the system back to the boundary 
of stable operation (=1). However, it may not be necessary in a practical viewpoint to 
guarantee a great distance to the collapse. Therefore, the maximum stability margin of 6% is 
set (=1.06) up as expressed in (6.17).  
The proposed load shedding scheme is applied again to the IEEE 30-bus test system to 
verify its effectiveness. As mentioned earlier that load shedding should be only used in a very 
critical situation, therefore a critical operating point with <1 is created. This is accomplished 
by doubling the power demand from the base case to 566.8 MW. Also, the N-1 contingency 
analysis reveals that the outage of the line connected between buses 28 and 27 is the most 
severe with =0.7533 which is an unstable operating condition. The load shedding program is 
a fast and powerful measure to counteract this problem. Therefore, the optimal control 
actions will be determined to bring this operating point from the unstable operating zone to 
the stable one.  
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Costs due to power interruption incurred by power consumers in different sectors 
according to [126] are given in Table 6.10. According to the sensitivity analysis presented in 
Chapter 4, only five load locations are selected to participate in the load shedding program. 
The permissible amounts of load that can be curtailed at each bus are listed in Table 6.11. 
The composition of each load is also presented in that table. For example, the load bus 30 is 
of the 0.6t+0.2i+0.2r composition. This means 60% of total demand of this bus comes from 
the transportation (t) sector, 20% from the industrial (i) sector and 20% from the residential 
(r) sector. Costs per 100 kW power interruptions at every bus showing different cost 
characteristics are also listed in Table 6.11. 
Table 6.10 Cost due to power interruption in different sectors 
Interruption cost ($/kW) 
Transportation (t) Industrial (i) Commercial (c) Residential (r) 
16.42 13.93 12.87 0.15 
 
Table 6.11 Load shedding limits and load configuration 
Bus pdi,min(pu) pdi,max(pu) Configuration Cost ($/100 kW) 
23 0 0.032 0.5c+0.5r 651 
24 0 0.087 0.3t+0.7i 1467.7 
26 0 0.035 1r 15 
29 0 0.024 0.4i+0.2c+0.4r 820.6 
30 0 0.070 0.6t+0.2i+0.2r 1266.8 
The control parameters of ACO are set to the values as shown in Table 6.12. Following 
the optimization process, the PV profile of the most critical bus (bus 30) obtained by the CPF 
is plotted in Fig. 6.20 against pre- and post-contigency (with no control actions) conditions. It 
is demonstrated that the proposed ACO-based load shedding method is able to restore voltage 
stability of the system while maintaining a number of constraints within their limits.  
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Table 6.12 Parameter settings of the ACO 
Parameter Value 
Archive size (k) 40 
Number of ants (nant) 20 
Number of replancement (nrp) 8 
Convergence rate factor (q) 0.1 
Pheromone evaporation () 0.99 
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Fig. 6.20 PV curves of different operating conditions 
The average convergence property obtained from 50 independent runs is shown in Fig. 6.21 
(a). It is obvious that the proposed algorithm is capable of discovering the optimal solution at 
a very fast speed. Statistical evaluation has been performed and the histogram of the optimal 
objective value is depicted in Fig. 6.21 (b). It is obvious that the ACO nearly converges to the 
same solution. The optimal results of each independent run, the final   after load shedding 
and CPU time are averaged and given in Table 6.13. Statistical values of the final objective 
values are shown in Table 6.14. 
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Table 6.13 Optimal solution and simulation time 
Optimal control variables (kW) 
 Time (s) 
pd23 pd24 pd26 pd29 pd30 
1.142 1.043 3493.378 2333.508 6081.638 1.046 144.425 
 
Table 6.14 Statistics of 50 independent runs 
Min Mean Max Std. 
52377.4765 52536.2404 53003.3872 142.9681 
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Fig. 6.21 Performance of ACO (a) average convergence property  
(b) histogram of the best objective values 
6.4 Summary 
This chapter proposes different optimal power flow (OPF) models for enhancing power 
system voltage stability in the framework of evolutionary computation. In some 
computationally expensive problems, the fitness function can be approximated by mapping 
models. This concept is called the meta-model. This chapter presents three model of this kind 
for solving voltage stability constrained optimal reactive power dispatch as the preventive 
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control measure. Voltage stability margin (VSM) is incorporated in addition to the constraints 
of the conventional OPF. Moreover, an optimal load shedding problem as the corrective 
measure to voltage collapse is proposed. VSM in this work is approximated by the sensitivity 
approach. 
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Chapter 7  
Conclusion 
7.1 Concluding observations  
In the scope of this thesis, several applications of some computational intelligence (CI) 
methods have been developed to solve voltage stability assessment and control problems of 
electric power systems. With the limited information exchanges and restriction in computing 
time in real-time analysis, CI has become a very attractive technique for real-time operation 
of the future power grid. Following the observations and discussions made in the individual 
chapters, the following conclusions are made.  
7.1.1 Online voltage stability assessment 
There are a number of indices that can be used to determine voltage stability of the power 
system. Among them, the maximum loadability margin (MLM) is very popular due to its 
straightforward physical meaning. To determine this quantity, multiple power flows are 
inevitably required. Therefore, this process would be quite time-consuming for a large power 
system and especially when MLM has to be repeatedly calculated. This thesis implements 
two methods namely neural network (NN) and sensitivity approaches for estimate MLM 
rapidly while sacrificing acceptable errors. A new method for generating a large number of 
operating conditions was introduced. In this method, correlation of active and reactive power 
demands among load buses is considered and modeled by multivariate normal distribution. 
The variation of control variables, such as transformer tap positions, generator reactive power 
generation, etc is also taken into account.  
7.1.2 Evolutionary algorithm 
Evolutionary algorithms have been proven in the past few decades as an effective means for 
solving many complex and real-world optimization problems. It is quite well-known that 
control parameters play a very significant role in the quality of solutions. Toward the line of 
developing a powerful and parameter-less optimization algorithm, a recent variant of 
differential evolution namely JADE was modified to eliminate the only remaining control 
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parameter; the population size. The so-called JADE-vPS algorithm adaptively changes the 
number of individuals that the algorithm evolves in each generation denoted as NP. More 
individuals are added up to the population if it is necessary. The maximum and minimum 
boundaries of NP are introduced to balance diversification and intensification of the search. 
Statistical results based on non-parametric tests reveal that JADE-vPS outperforms the 
conventional DE and an adaptive DE in most problems. Compared to the original JADE, 
JADE-vPS outperforms in all unimodal test problems and some multimodal ones. These 
results encourage us to explore new methods to further improve the search capability.  
7.1.3 Voltage stability constrained optimal power flow 
VSCOPF is an optimization problem with non-convex and discontinuous cost functions 
capable of determining a voltage secure operating point. VSCOPF is formulated as a 
nonlinear programming problem and solved by various EAs. The proposed method considers 
both active and reactive power flow equations to determine state variables. Control variables 
consist of active and reactive power outputs and transformer tap positions. In this 
formulation, the proposed method is able to analyze active and reactive power optimization at 
the same time. According to simulation results of the modified IEEE-30 bus test system, the 
developed JADE-vPS algorithm produces very robust results in terms of robustness and 
solution quality. Moreover, the average convergence properties also show that JADE-vPS 
performs very well and reliably in locating an optimal solution without specifying any control 
parameters.  
7.1.4 Countermeasures 
For a computationally expensive problem such as determining countermeasures, an EA may 
become sluggish due to the large number of fitness evaluations including standard power 
flow calculation and stability margin computation. To solve this problem, the actual but 
expensive fitness function is approximated by a faster but less accurate model. Three models 
were proposed to determine the optimal control variables as preventive measures to voltage 
collapse. This problem is termed voltage stability constrained optimal reactive power 
dispatch (VSCORPD) in this thesis.  
In the first model, there is no actual fitness evaluation involved and all constraints 
including the voltage stability margin (L-index) were approximated by designated NNs. The 
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results showed significant computational reduction in terms of CPU times while sacrificing 
acceptable errors. A two stage approach was proposed as the second model. An operating 
condition is classified by an offline trained learning vector quantization (LVQ) whether or 
not it is voltage stable. For an unstable one, the appropriate control settings are determined by 
VSCORPD. A feed-forward NN assists VSCORPD in the second stage. Few unstable 
operating conditions that were correctly classified by the LVQ were selected for the stability 
improvement. It is shown that the stability margin of all these operating conditions was 
successfully enhanced beyond the minimum requirement. The third model for VSCORPD 
minimized the actions of discrete control devices in addition to the conventional energy 
losses for daily operation of a power system. Control and energy costs are incorporated and 
minimized subject to various system security and stability constraints. Simulation results 
demonstrated that the proposed method can reduce the energy cost and the total number of 
control actions for a daily operation while at the same time guaranteeing sufficient stability 
margin.  
A load shedding model was developed as a corrective control measure that helps restore 
the power system from an unstable condition to a stable one. The objective of this model is to 
minimize the cost of power interruption. Sensitivity of MLM with respect to active power 
demand at the bus is incorporated into the objective function so that the influence of effective 
load buses can be captured in the optimization process. Robustness of the method was clearly 
shown from the results of 50 independent runs. The proposed method shows the ability to 
restore voltage stability of the power system with minimum effects to the load.  
7.2 Future research directions  
There are a number of issues that can be addressed in the future works on computational 
intelligence for voltage stability assessment and control as listed below. 
 Neural networks (NNs) or any other learning tools can be developed to approximate 
the MLMs that are restricted by different limits such as generator reactive power, 
power transmitted over the lines, Hopf bifurcation, etc. 
 Recurrent NNs can be applied for predicting dynamic voltage profiles of power 
systems. 
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 FACTS devices can be incorporated in the optimization technique to enhance voltage 
stability. Appropriate size and location of the device should be identified.  
 The search capability of the proposed JADE-vPS algorithm can be further improved.  
 A robust machine learning method that is less insensitive to changes in system 
conditions, such as changes in network topology, load demand and missing data 
should be developed. 
 Countermeasures could be considered as a stochastic optimization problem to capture 
various uncertainties.  
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